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Carrier, 10 others subpoenaed in homicide trial
Defense attorney says ]MU president is not connected to June
murder but could be involved in past ofvictim Ernest fames
by Courtney Crowley
news editor

JMU President Ronald Carrier, along with 10 other civic
leaders and businessmen, has been subpoenaed by the
defense in the trial of Jamie Raymond.
The tnal of Raymond, a 19-year-old Harrisonburg
woman charged with the June 25 homicide of Ernest
James, is set to begin tomorrow.
Carner was unavailable for comment, but Director of
Media Relations Fred Hllton said Friday, "Dr. Carrier has
no idea why he was subpoenaed."

AJong with Carrier, the list of 11 subpoenaed wib'\esseS
includes civic leader Zane Showker, for whom JMU's
business building is named, Harrisooburg Mayor Rodney
Eagle, and Rocldngham County Supervisor and Board of
Visitors member Pablo Cuevas. Also named are local businessmen Ray Carr, Jr., Dan Brubaker, Chester Bradfield,
Gerald Myers, Nelson Payne, Jim Hartman and Joe Jones.
The request for the subpoenas, filed March 31 in
Roddngham County Circuit Court by defense attorney
Walter Green. asb that witnesses be available for testim~
ny Aprill0-14.
Reaction by tho8e subpoenaed is s.imilar to Carrier's -

many of these men say they have no idea why they have
been subpoenaed.
Myers, the president of Myers Motor Company, said, "1
have no comment- I didn' t know the guy, I've never
seen the guy to my knowledge."
Eagle said in the April 5 issue of the Daily News-Record
he thought the subpoena was an April Fool's Day joke.
'1'm mystified," he said. "I didn't know Mr. James. I knew
him when I'd see him, but that was it . . . It was a surprise.
.. I'm just overwhelmed."
Cuevas said in the Daily Nro.JS-Record, "I don't have any
knowledge of the case other than what I read in the paper,
so we'U just go ahead and find out."
In Saturday's Daily News-Record, Green said he doesn't

see SUBPOENA page 2

Gilmore tops Beyer in JMU's gubematorial mock election
by Maggie Welter
senior writer
By exercising their political muscle, the
Students for Gilmore and the College
Republicans helped Republican gubernatorial candidate Jim Gilmore become the
victor in last Wednesday's mock election
on the commons.
Gilmore captured 62 percent of the vote;
Democratic candidate Lt Gov. Don Beyer
received 38 percent in the mock election

conducted by professor of speech commu- a result of the hard work of the College
nication William Kimsey's political com- Republicans, which, with a membership of
munication methods class.
700, is one of the most powerfuJ chapters
Gilmore's win was
on the east coast,
anticipated by the
according to Gary
class. The final vote
Marx, class member
closely resembled the
and president of the
results of phone sur-~..""+~
College Republicans.
veys the class conduct-...,..._................,........_ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
"1 think the win
ed in February, President of the Young had a lot to do with our association with
OemocratsJamieGregoriansaid.
Gary (Marx] and the College RepubI<imsey's students said Gilmore won as lkans," senior Janet Carpenter, a member

of the class, commented.
Marx said, ~' It helped that we were out
there and that we were organized."
Indeed, the College Republicans were
out in full (orce. About 10 feet away from
the polls they had a table usually staffed
witn more than 10 students handing out
literature and Gilmore stickers.
By contrast, the Young Democrats, with
onJy 400 members, were not a tremendous

see EL£CTION page 2

UnitingJMU
Fest celebrates knowledge, understanding of various cultures
by Katie Wilmeth
staffwriter

------

JMU'S first annual Unity Fest, highlighting cultural awareness, starts tomorrow
with events presented by the Urttversity
Program Board and 11 other JMU student
organizations.
Senior Akiba Byrd, UPB Issues and
Cultural Awareness Chair, said the weeklong event's purpose b to show ''we can all
come together and celebrate our differences."
Unity Fest events include Take Back the
Night, the Clothesline ProJect, a MulticuJtural Awareness Weekend and a speaker
from the U.S. Department of Defense.
Kicking off Unity Fest Tuesday is the second annual Take Back the Night, which is
dedicated to Ann Olson and Keith
O'Connell - two JMU students killed in
October. This is a night for women and men
to recognize and take a stand against vi~
lence, according to Ann Waller, publicity
assistant at the Women's Resource Center.
The event begins at 6:30p.m. on the commons with four different musical groups
and two guest speakers and ends w ith a
candlelight march through campus.
There will also be a speak out- a chance
for anyone to share experiences with vi~
lence. It will also move beyond last year's
focus on sexual assault by including more
types of violence and violent language,

Waller said.
The night's candlelight march across
campus, "symbolizes standing up against
being afraid of the night," Waller said.
"First and foremost, Take Back the Night
IS for those people who have experiences to
share as part of the healing process," Waller
said. "Vio lence against women is not
acceptable and we hope this will get people
to take a stand, whether it's making
changes in their personal lives or joining an
organization such as the Women's Resource
Center or Campus Assault Response
helpline."
The Clothesline Project is an extension of
"Take Back the Night's" message. T-shirts
wilJ be decorated by either survivors of vi~
lence or their friend s, relatives or loved
ones, Waller said.
The week continues with Multicultural
Awareness Weekend, beginning April10.
Adrienne Alberts, a graduate assistant at
the Center for MuJticultural Awareness,
sa id the themes of Unity Fest and
Multicultural Awareness Weekend fit well
together.
" I hope people will realize that
Multicultural Awareness Weekend is for
the whole campus," he said. 1'Yes, the multicultural population is celebrating themselves, but we also want the rest of the campus to learn something about who these

PETER HAGGART'i/stajfphotograpMr
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believe the subpoenaed witnesses have any knowledge of the homicide itself; rather, they are part of
the deceased James' past.
James, who was stabbed 31 times, was a 56-yearold former head of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County Chamber of Commerce and director of
Gemeinschaft Home, a halfway house for offenders convicted of non-violent crimes.
In 1986, while he was executive vice president of
Ray Carr Tires, James pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of aiding and abetting prostitution.
He was accused of providing prostitutes, some of
whom were reportedly JMU students, for out-oftown patrons. As a result of his conviction, James
was sentenced to four months in jail and ordered to
perform community service, which led to his
involvement with Gemeinschaft Home.
Green alleges James was running a prostitution

nng at the time of his death and that Raymond was
abused while involved in the ring .
Jamie Raymond's 26-year-old husband, Jeremy,
has been convicted of first-degree murder an~
statutory burglary of James. According to the ~pril
2 issue of the Daily News-Record, Raymond sa1d he
and his wife killed james because James forced
Jamie Raymond into performing oral sex on him
and engaging in prostitution.
Green said Raymond was a victim of James but
that she didn't kill him.
There will be other witnesses in Jamie
Raymond's trial as well - many of whom were
called to testify in her husband's trial. Law enforcement officers, former employees of James' and
Raymond's relatives are among those subpoenaed
who could appear on the witness stand.

Election

continued from page 1

support of the Students for Beyer.
Gregorian said that Young
Democrats don't tend to be as
active as College Republicans.
"The difference between the
Democrats and the Republicans
is that the Republicans do care
more about actually getting out
to vote," Gregorian said.
Their inactivity was apparent
on election day. Only about two
Young Democrats courted voters
at any given time. But they were
trying hard- handing out BlowPops followed by a smile and a
''Vote for Don Beyer."
· Gregorian said he is impressed
with Beyer's showing and optimistic about November's election
outcome. "Obviously we would
have liked a different outcome,
but I'd rather lose in April than in
November," Gregorian said.
"Once students realize what a
threat Jim Gilmore is to Virginia's
colleges, they'll vote for Don
Beyer."
But Marx isn't holding his
breath. "This resounding victory
shows that Gilmore is the candidate with an education plan that
won't force new taxes on
Virginians," Marx said. " I expect
to se-e a similar outcome in
November."
Because of the unexpectedly
large voter turnout, the real winner is Kimsey's class. The class's
purpose is to teach students to
design and implement a political
campaign communications strategy "from A to Z," Kimsey said.
Four hundred twelve students
cast ballots, 2.54 for Gilmore and
158 for Beyer Prior to the election, the class pred1cted voter
turnout to be about 250 voters if
they were lucky, Carpenter said.
"l was really surprised that
many people were willing to
vote," class member Adam
McNall, a junior, said.
Getting students, notorious for
their political apathy, to get out
and vote was the toughest part of
the class.
"Some people had to be literally dragged over to the table,"
Gregorian said.
One of the obstacles, Gregor-

-

JENNIFER BAKER/photo tdiror

Freshman Besty Santy (left) votes as juniors Dfanna Priest, Maale
Palmer and Adam McNair (I to r) dlrect votlnc at Wednesday's mock
election on the con11110n&.

ian said, was that it was a mock
election. "I had a hard time justifying, even getting Young
Democrats to vote because it was
a mock election," he said.
Persuading students to choose
their cand idate was even more
difficult than getting them to the
booth. 'We learned that the work
is never done," Gregorian said.
For the class project, Kimsey
divided the class of 10 into two
groups; Students for Beyer and
Students for Gilmore. The groups
conducted a s.maU scale communications campaign, which
mvolved conducting telephone
polls, wnting press releases and
radio and television ads, giving
speeches and setting up web
pages.
The class worked hard, Kimsey
said. "Running a campaign is a
round-the-dock profession; the
amount of work is tremendous,"
he said. "Some of the feedback I
got from students was that they
thought it was too much work for
a three-credit class."
Kimsey is pleased with what
the students were able to accomplish. "I'm generaUy pleased," he
sa id. "We had a reasonable
turnout and there appeared to be
a fair amount of activity at the
polling booth," he said.

-~--

Both sides agreed that the class
was a valuable experience. "We
learned a lot and got a lot of
hands-on knowledge about the
type of work necessary to run a
campaign," junior Maggie Palmer, a member of the class, said.
For those who didn't cast their
votes last week, Gregorian said
there will probably be another
mock gubernatorial election held
closer to November's election. He
expects the turnout for that election to be much stronger because
more students will be involved or
interested in the campaign
Speaking of h1s state-wide
campaign, Gtlmore announced
last week he lS stepping down as
Virgmia Attorney General June
11 to avoid questions about the
possibility that his campcugn for
governor could affect any legal
deastons he makes.
Beyer, on the other hand, has
chosen to remam lieutenant govern~r a~ he campa igns. In the
Apnl 4 1ssue of Tlze Washi"gton
Post, Beyer said, "The difference
between ou r situations is that
[Gilmore Is] raising money from
~e ~ple who may have sensitive tssues pending before his
~ffice No o~e has sensitive Utigahon or ethtcal questions in my
office."

populations are and what they
have to offer to the broader community."
~g Thursday night at 8
p.m. m PC Ballroom, Elizabeth
Rodriguez-Johnson, Hispanic
employment program manager
for the Office~ the US. Secretary
of Defense, will speak. Rodriguez
will address affirmative action
and is expected to share some of
her personal experiences growing up as a Mexican-American.
On Friday, there will be a
Casino Night and fashion show
in PC Ballroom featuring multicultural fashions presented by
campus organizations such as the
Indian-Pakistani association and
Club Latino.
Saturday afternoon from 1 to 4
p.m., there will be a festival on
Hillside Field featuring college
bands Pinlold, Spilling Dew, Box
Turtle, Sakkarah and Audio Out
Members of black Greek Organizations will present a step show
from5 to 7 p.m.
Daytime festivities on
Saturday will include laser tag, a
bungee run and a tattoo contest.
Saturday evening there will be
a party in PC Ballroom titled
"Ebony Exposure Rapping to the
A.M." The hip-hop concert
includes artists Tracey Lee and
the Huck-a-Bucks, a D.C. go-go
band. Tickets are $8 in advance
and $12 at the door. Doors open
at 9 p.m. and the concert will run
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Other events scheduled for the
weekend are a Hispanic Folklore
Ballet at 5 p.m. on Sunday in the
PC Ballroom and the Ind ianPakistani Association's dance
and palm painting on Saturday at
noon on the commons.
Wrapping up Unity Fest is the
AIDS Quilt presentation April14
The Richmond Chapter Cor the
Names Project will display 32
panels from the East Coast in PC
Ballroom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

e.G. SMITiflsmlor amn
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GOdwin Field plays host to free rock concert
Madison Project gives emotional performance
by Julia Filz
st4JJ writnThe threat ol rain danced along
with the crowd at yesterday's free
concert featuring local bands on

Godwin Field.
"We have a good crowd. We
hope the weather doesn't cover
things too much .•. We're looking
for a good turnout," Jeremy
D'Errico, McGraw-Long Hall
Council President. said.
D'Errico wasn't disappointed.
Nearly 1,000 people attended the
four-and-one-half-how long concert featuring JMU bands What
If... ?, The J. in Mary, and The
Madisoo Project.
Sophomore music major Rob
I<aylln, Madison Project group
member said before the show, "We
thought it would be a great
opportunity for our group. The
loc.a)e is really nice.
'1t's an outdoor concert and it's
supposed to be huge. We thought
it would get us a lot of exposure

Freshman Kara Bergquist stayed
only for What lf...?, a cantemporary

glorifies God," Bergquist said.
Freshman Jim Harper also
enjoyed What If...?
'This is the first time that I saw
them play electric (guitar)," Harper
said. '1 thought it was really fun. I
could dance...
Sophomore Mat McCollough,
president of Ashby-Wampler and a
member of Interhall coWldl, asked
the three bands to play.
Senior Ben Thrift, a member of
The J. in Mary, said the band
enjoyed the chance to play outside.
"We love playing outside,"
Thrift said. " It could have been
nicer weather, buf people walked
by and could oome out and listen."
The event was sponsored by the
Interhall Council in coUaboration
with 15 residence hall councils.
PrograJil coordinators &om the
residence halls spent nearly three
months planning the (.'()ll('ert.
'1 know there are studen'f who
are involved in the halls, but want

Ouistian group.
"We came to hear music that

to get programming experience or
have fun planning events li.k.e this,;,

and it sourids like it will be a Jot of
fun,, he said.
•
Yesterday's ooncert wrapPed up
a weekend of performances for the
a capella men's choir The Madison
Project. Kay lin said.
The group performed three
times on Saturday, including a
show for Hack for Humanity's
benefit
"We're just trying to take (one
show) at a time," J<aylin said.
The Madison Project, which
closed the show, brought in the
largest crowd for the day. The male
a capella group ran the gamut of
emotions as some songs brought
laughter while freshman Jason
Snow's cover of "Lady in Red,"
brought sniffles from some in the
crowd.

Many students stayed for the
entire show, but some just came to

see a favorite band.

Chrll.._ ...

KYU IUSSismlor pltolofi'Dplttr

T8d .-....:e. of 1be J.ln May pelfonn "Mr.~~
Wonderful Bubble• Sunqy .n.rnoon on Goctwtn Field.

Amy Bandolik, advisor to the
pro;ect, said. "We just gathered up
people from different halls. This is
one of the very flrt programs
they've (halls as a group) ever
done.•

In addition to the concert,
Domino's Pizza donated 30 pies to
the event, which were distributed

free to CXlllCet-goers.

see GODWIN page 5

Board of Visitors talks priorities,
considers student issues, budget
by Celeste Legs
contributing writu
The JMU Board of Visitors
discussed the following at its
third meeting of the 1996-'97 acade.mJc year.
STUDENT LIFE
• JMU will close Converse Hall

for renovations during the 1997'98 school year. Renovations

administrative areas. The center
will have offices in Wilson Hall
beginning next fall
• The academic advising program for next year will require
two new faculty positions.
• The Virginia GeneraJ Assem-

bly approved the installation of a
new sprinkler system in Eagle
Hall, Charles I<ing, vice president
for administration and finance,
said.

should be completed in April

1998.

• JMU will offer a new major in

technical and scientific commurucations. A task force is deciding
which college the new major will
be part of.
• A summary of the NCAA
graduation rate shows JMU athletes graduate at a rate of 84 percent this year, which exceeds the
graduation rate of 82 percent in
1990-'91.
• The Board acknowledged
continuing concern about the
nonexistent crosswalk to Anthony-Seeger Hall
• Junior Kristy Wee ks wiJl
replace Faithea Flowers a s the
student representative on the

Board. Weeks is a mass communication major and a s tudent
ambassador.
CAMPUS OIANGES
• A water system upgrade will
replace the mam water line that
supplies water to a large area of
campus, indudmg the Hillside
and Village areas.
• The administration will leave
WiJson HalL JMU iS creating a
Student Success Center, by merging functions from severa l

ADMISSIONS
• The Office of Admissions
received about 16,000 applications for next faJJ 's prospective

are funds for increased bus services and additional routes with
Harrisonburg Transit. The upgrades will serve the new College
of Integrated Science and Technology campus, and growth in
the number of students living in
off-campus housing.
• The budget will provide funding for seven additional athletic

scholarships.
• Funding for the purchase of
the downtown bank buildings
was approved . JMU has not
determ.i.ned which offices will be
housed in these buildings, King
said.

students.
• The size of next year's freshman class is projected to be 2,950

students instead of 3,150 this
year. The smaUer freshman class
will help reduce overcrowding
on campus, according to Fred
Hilton, director of JMU media
relations
• Admissions expects next
year's total enrollment to reach

13,740, including transfers.
BUDGET

Steven Knickrehm, director of
financial planning, presented
next year's budget at the meeting.
• This year, JMU's budget was
about $152 million. For the 1997'98 school year, the budget will
be about $167 million, an increase
of 105 percent
• Graduate assistantship stipends will rise 2 percent
• Bluestone residence halls' renovation reserve will increase by
$44,000 to help pay for renovation in Converse Hall.
• Also included in the budget

11m10N
• The Virginia General Assembly has frozen in-state tuition
costs at all public colleges and
universities. Student tees are not
part of the freeze. There is no
freeze on out-of~tate tuition
• Tuition and fees for in-state
students for the 1997-'98 academic year will be $4,148 a year, up
from $4,104 this year. The total
cost to live on campus will be
$8,994.
• Tuition and fees for out-ofstate students will increase from
$8,580 a year to $8,816. The average total cost to live on campus
will be $13,662.
OSAT

• Phase I of CJSAT construction,
already in progress, includes the
current CJSAT building. The necessary roads and sidewalks wiU
be completed by July. The total
cost is $18 million.
see VISITORS page 5
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• In phase ll of CISAT construction, JMU wHl add a
new health sciences building
to the campus. The building
will double the size of CISAT.
The budget for the project is
$28 million.
• JMU will complete the
first of four CISAT parking
decks and the Student
Services building by Dec. '97.
• JMU will accept bids to
build a new 425-bed residence hall on the CISAT campus starting April 16. The
project should be completed
in about two years.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Robert Reid, Dean of the
College of Bus~, spoke on
COB's changing curriculum.
• COB is doing away with
departments and creating an
integrated work center

Pollee

Going back In time .

.....-.._their atar:

Engineer invents cockroach probe
Michigan graduate envisions insects as robot explor.ers
AP/newsfinder
nftOS serT1iu

ANN ARBOR. Mich. - Todd Conklin watches
quietly as a codcroadl aawls 8CI"'8S a acience lab flOor.
When the roach heads for a comer, CmUdin doe&n't reach for Raid. He grabs a battery pack. pushes a
button, and zaps the roach back to the middle of the
room.
Conldin, a 1996 University of Michigan electrical
engineering graduate, is helping to pioneer a technique combining biology and engineering that could
hefp humans with everything from · cleaning up
toxic waste to saving the rain forest.
The Idea is to hook up electrodes and tenSOrS to
cockroeches and other inlects, then lend~ like
tiny roboca, tnto noob and crannies humans can't or
doo't dare enller. CaD them ~ro.ches or blobots.
Cookltn calli them ~ and he's been worJdna with
Univenity of Michipn biology Professor 1'1\omu
Moore and Unlversity ol Mlch1gan eJectric.al ~
ing raearc:h ~dentist Selden Crary to perfect the ut o1
roach~

"'Some lit hen! and take il <>then 8l'e pretty pxl
at getting IWiy," Cookltn ukl rea!ntly while wiring
up a Madagascan hissing coclaoech (they're amoog
the largest) to maneuver a maze.
The hardware so far is pretty basic: Conklin
implants two tiny wires under the roach's antennae,
and the wires are connected to a box containing four
nine-volt batteries.
When ConkUn pushes a button 01\ the right side of
the box, it zaps the right side of the roach.. which reacts
by turning left. A left button zap steers the critter right.
Each pulse is about 12 volts, which doesn't hann
the roach, Moore said. "'t's like being gently tapped
01\ the shoulder, and it just turns the other way to see
what's going on."

Crarj also stiesees that the experiment is 1~

&iendly. "They're not~• he Mid. -rheY go oo
to live normal lives.•
I
The University of Mlch1pn &dentists and dhers,
lnduc:Uns a robotb am at the University of Tokyo,
hope to ellhance the model so ten801'8, radio transmitten and tiny cameras could be carried in mirti backpacks affixed to roaches and other insects.
,
That could give entomologists a plethora of knowledge about the eating, mating and living habits of

insects.
I
But it could serve more general purposes as well.
The scientists say ~inlects cou1d be sent in...!. toxic
~~ sites to study the composition
ex~t of
w-.
I
They could go oo mJssions down sewer, gas or
water pipes to check for defects; they could be ,fitted
with bup fa: espiooage or they could provide video
ol paib)e survivcliS under earthquake rubble. Ir,sects
that 1ilii:t atop a rain forest canopy could relay temperature, humidity and sunlight information.
Crary eswisioos poesible fish..bots - fish wired up
to tell us more about liCe under water.
"They could really be used for almost anything
you want to track and investigate that's not easy to do
yourself," Moore said.
The energy that creates the robotic movement is
not limited to electrical ulses, Crary said 'We could
also do this with puffs ofair or heat."
Insect-robot models are catching on at several campuses aaoss the cotmtry, Moore said.
While some projects focus more on which muscles
the critters use to move, University of Michigan's
study focuses more on what it takes to move them.
''The goal here is to find out what's the minimal set
of stimuli to achieve motion," Crary said.
Moore said of the model here, ''Even though it's
crude, it's quick."

ana

instead .Of departmental
offices. "There is some anxie\y - I'd be lying if I said
there wasn' t, but there is
some excitement, too," Reid
said.

CARRIER'S ADDRESS
In his report, JMU
President Ronald Carrier
expressed his appreciation for
all of the Board's and administrators' work.
Carriet said he hopes anyone visiting JMU sees "JMU
is well planned, and that plan
has been thought through."
He also talked about the
strengths of JMU students.
Some of their greatest
strengths include being able
to communicate in both written and o ral form, and an
ability to use today's technology, Carrier said.

Log~_ _.;._
\ __

OOI'Itlnu«< hom Pllfl8 3

Student ~ Chrtety Setter, In front of the orfCinal Mdlon of c.nter L,lbr.,y, . . . . - · 11'1
of the Clau of '52 Saturday. The Ofllc:e of Aluranl Ret.tlons held reunion~ for·~·-- of 11'11111
between '34 throu&h '57. The alumni paftlc:lpated In receptloM
tOUNd

a

a· .

aoa:er bll tt I ~ damlgad a spri'lldef head il the\ South wilg, lt1ird floor
a1rib d 1b Ridge Hal at 9".52 p.m. Apri 3.
1
The . • •lid spMier head flooded all
caused damage
t) . . tddng ~ reeidlnls' property. lilgemg
raJ damage remails
wll ...., tripped In the inUation and voids
floors and ceilings
i litH' I ly below.
•
The Harrisonburg Are Department, hall staff ~ministrators, Safety

threeaand

==~-·M~:I~~~~-MI
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke theca loci( on a 21-speed
Sc:ttwm mouui'l bike p8l1(ed in the HcMard
's tjl<e rack at 1128
p.m. Apt 1.
I
• Unidentified individuals allegedly used a blunt Instrument to crack a
wincbw's glass panel, approximately 28-n:hes by~. causilg Hto
shlftar. The wilOOw, kx:ated oo one d the cbJJie doOrs oo the rlOftl site d
Keezel Hal, was brtMn at 12:25 p.m. Apl2.

:h

Property Demegel Lan:eny from Veh
• Ulllderdied lncMiJals alegectf broke the lMt
d a 1983 Fad.1h
left ~ <*Ne(s side wincbv d a 1982 Vdvo ~Wagon. hi left
wirDJw d a 1990 Stbaru Slab Wap ~hi ""'
wiDJw d a two@ 1992 Voll'swagen aJ petlfBd il -b at 11:33 a.m.
. 1.
M iweatigaliOJ I cot'1liNJes.

mn

z

I

. .

I

.

Property o.m.g.l F1re Alarm
• Unidentified ind'IViduals allegedly metted a TV remote control in a
microwave unit, causing plastic'electrical smoke to actlvate two smoke
dMacbs it~ Hal at 3:59a.m. Apl2.
Harrieolltug Fi'e [)epnnat raspalded.
The mk:rOMY8 iB valued at $50. The renae cxnro1 s.vakJed at $25.
A~
.
• UJ idEM ttified iliiYicbds alegedy set 8 nUch fn In fred d Bu1uss Hal 81
12:23 p.m. Apl3.

HarrtsorbJ'g Polce Oepal1ment respa lded.

Smoke Odor

• A bmt-<U ~ ballast caused smoke <XD it Zane ~Hal at 10".52
p.m.
Harrisottug Are Oepal1ment responded.

Harassing Telephone C811s
• Ullldentified nividuals allegedly placed harassing telephone calls to a
residence hal Apri 2.

Godwin
\

continued from pafe3

Interhall Council also held a free business has been hurting a little
barbecue.
Freshman Stacey Baier, program coordinator for McGrawLong Hall, praised Domino's for
its oontributioo.
· "The Brttzt said [Domino's]

lately, due to Pizza Peddlers,"
Baier said. "lhey were great to
do this for us. We really appreciated it"
Some students used the concert as a chance for a study break,

but others brought their books
with them.
Sophomore Nelson Pham said
he enjoyed the show. '11m just
sitting out here, relaxing," he
said. "I thought it would be a
good chance to catch up on my

I

studies and listen to some good
music."
Freshman Laura O'Saben
said, "I can't stay all day because
I have tons of work to do, but
I'm here because I love the music
and it's a great study break."

As the show endea, D'Errico
expressed excitement over the
success of the concert. ·
"We had a great turnout
today and I' m very happy,H
D'Errico said. '"The weather held
out rucely."
\

\
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check your points!
Any dining services cashier can tell you the
amount of points you have -just ask~ ..

save or redee•!
THANKS TO ALL OUR SUPPORTERS!
DJ C..•
n. ...... Pui•d
-.c- c....... - ................ c....
CASA
. . c.••••• n. .......... Maty • • •
ORTEGA

••i••ll

Ill•• -

.......

................,c.
•••
_.......,,
. . . . sityPrlpb .....

. . Sp1MI ........ - . . ,_NM~

S..•IW6 ., .. _.,_.,_.,..__. • ...,. . .......

.......................... cw,s ......... Mtt
And eongratulations for a joh weD done
to the entire staff of Market One!

YOIJ GIJYS AND GALS DID GREAT!

FLORIDA I SPAIN!
HARRISONBURG I
THE BAHAMAS!
CALIFORNIA I
HAWAII I

Creatlylty Award I - $25 in FLEX
Shared by Noelle Love, Sarah Nash,
Jenny Foss and Beth Branner

Creativity Award II- S251n FLEX
Split between Annellae Trubelhom
and Deborah Boaner

Don't forget that Dining Dollars
must be used by the end of the
semester or be forfeited!

Check your balance!
NEED INFO ON
SUMMER MEAL PLANS?
Stop by Card Services, Warren
IlaJJ, for the options available
to summer school students.

prize incentives
Redemption values are
good through June 30, 1997.
All redemption values ore sublecf
to increase beginning July 1, 1997.

need •ore lafo?

. . . lnnler Trio - leslie -

23 CARDS WERE
RETURNED FROM:

All points carry over through Mgy 1998.
Redeem them now or wait until later!

Ask for a copy of the offidal rules and the list
of redemption sites and awards at any
dining services operation beginning
Monday, Mar. 31 . or check out the
Apple Rewards Website at
hHp://www.jmu.edu/dining/rewards

The Reusable Mug Design Contest
Thanks to the 18 students who submitted designs for next year's mugl
Judging took place dunng Recycling Awareness Week. with neaftt 700 students casting
their votes for the 1997·98 design. The entry receiving the highest number of votes was
designed by Seth Thompson, followed second by Judy Kim.
For those who are familiar w~h the work of the
late artist Keith Haring, key elements of Seth's
design (the dancing figures) bear a strong
resemblance to similar drawings by Mr. Haring.
JMU Dining Services, in an effort to protect our·
selves from any possible copynght technicalities,
contacted the Estate of Kerth Haring to request
permission for use of Seth's original artwork. While the Estate. thanked us for taking the
time and having the consideration to contact them, they regretful denied the use d Seth's
design, citing that the similar styles could be misleading.

~~~~~~;;::::1 Wrth this decision, the second place design by
Judy will be featured on next year's rrog. Both
designers will receive $100 for their work and
contribution. JMU Dining Services is extremely
~~.......:;;;.;.;;;....;:.;;:~:....-.;..~:: pleased at the enthusiasm and quality of entries
for this year's project.

Thanks to all participants, the Recycling Awareness Committee
and you, our campus community, for making this year's contest a success.
All designs will be on display in Market One Food Court
through the end on the serne.ter.
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IN BRIEF

ON DAY
e
e

EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 5 p.m.
American Criminal Justice Association meeting,
Taylor Hall, nn. 306, 6:15 p.m,
e Young Feminist Summit interest meeting, Taylox:
Hall, nn. 202, 6:30p.m Details: Lee, 432-9556.
e ROAR meeting, sponsored by Women's Resource
Center, Taylor Hall, rm 200, 7 p.m. Details: Sarah, x3407.
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall,
nn. 404, 7 p.m.
e Phi OU Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
nn G-2, 7 p.m.
I
e Peer Advising Symposium, presented by Peer
Advisors, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 7 p.m.
e Eating disorders discussion, presented by department
of nursing, Harrison Hall annex, nn. ~204, 7-8:30 p.m.
e Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
nn. 306, 7 p.m. Details: Michelle, x6887.
e Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 400,

,••,••,..~·'·· -··'······
12/31/95
Internet services
24
PC networking services
4,539
Pager services
1,636
2,522
Bagel shops
Cellular phone services
4,037
Tattoo parlors
2,156

Growth
9,475%
45%
31 %
31 %
30%
19%

12/31/96
2,298
6,573
2,148
3,291
5,253
2,569

8:30p.m
e First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 9 p.m.

IIe UESDAY

81

College Democrats meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 304,
7 p.m. Details: Jamie, 433-2807.
e AED National Premedical Society meeting, Harrism
Hall, rm A1!:£J, 7 p.m.
e Psychology Oub meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m.
Details: Heather, x5942.
e Pre-law Society meeting, Maury Hall, rm G-5, 7 p.m.
e College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm- 404,
7:30p.m. Details: Gary, 433-4872.
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, nn. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541.
e Open Mic Night, Taylor Down Under, 8-10:30 p.m.

91

(WEDNESDAY

e Habitat for Humanity meeting; Taylor Hall, rm. 404, •
5p.m.
e Outing Oub meeting, Keezell Hall, rm 105, 6:30p.m.
e Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 7:30p.m
e Take Back the Night eoalltion meeting, Taylor~
rm. 200; 8 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407.
e Evening Prayer, CCM House, 9:30p.m.

rrHURSDAY

101

e EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 5 p.m
e Oless Oub meeting, Miller Hall, nn. 120, 5-7 p.m.
Details: Quyen, x7782. or e-mail, QUCHAU.
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,

Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.
e Fellowship dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation_ 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434--3490.
e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
e CCM Folk Group practice, CCM House, 7 p.m.
• "East is West Asian-American Uterature and
History," presented by Robert Grotjohn, professor at Mary
Baldwin College, Taylor HaU, rm. 404, 4 p.m.

e Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,
8 p.m. Details. Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.

Six children dead, 1.5 Injured due to
faulty handrails on school buses

VIrginia Tech to award one $1,000

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Twelve-year-old Carey
Chipps hopped off her school bus one April afternoon
and was immediately yanked from her feet
The drawstring of her jacket had caught the handrail,
and the departing bus dragged her 40 feet until the string
snapped. Carey, thrown under the bus, was crushed by
its rear wheels.
Today, six years after Carey died and four years after a
safety recall, handrails on nearly 200,(XX) buses- almost
half of those recalled - have still not been fixed,
according to an Associated Press analysis of the most

BLACKSBURG - Virginia Tech has created a $7
million fund that will award a $1/XX) scholarship to one
senior at each of Virginia's public high 9ChooJs and later
give full rides to a few of the winners.
Oregon businessmen Robert Pamplin Sr. and Robert
Pamplin Jr. donated $3.5 million for the fund. The
university put in an equal amount
Virginia Tech is not aware of other colleges 'in the
country that have used private funds to award
scholarships to every public high school, spokesman
Lany Hincker said Friday.
Deanna Gordon of Roanoke County, president-eJect of
the Virginia Association of School Superintendents, said
the Pamplin Scholars Program will help a broader range
of students attend the land-grant college, where the
annual tuition is $3,500.
Virginia Tech used a satellite link and television
monitors to involve the Pamplins .in the news conference
friday.
"More than ever, the American promise of opportunity
rests upon access to higher education," said the elder
Pamplin, who was raised on a small farm in Dinwiddie
and graduated with an accounting degree from Virginia
Tech in 1933.
"Virgirua Tech made it possible for me to realize that
promise," he said. " My son and I want exceptional
students throughout the commonwealth to have the same
advantage."
The Pamplins now have dooated $28 million to the
state's largest university.
-AP/newsfinder news service

~tgovenunents~tisti~

That includes thousands with handrails made
improperly after the recalls began.
"That is higher than it should be, no question about it,"
said Bill Paul, editor and publisher of School
Transportatim News.
'lhat should be unacceptable," he said.
Fixing the problem, a narrow V~haped space where
the handrail meets the bus wall, costs less than $10 and
takes less than 10 minutes.
Yet at least six more children have been killed and 15
injured in drawstring snaggings since Carey died in 1991.
"Carey was alive when I got to her," said her mother,
Jane Chipps, who still Uves in Beckley, W.Va. 1 said, 'Oh,
Carey, I love you so much,' and she said, 'I love you too,
Mommy."'
The most recent parents to grieve are in Georgetown,
Ky., where 7-yea.r-old Brittany Nichole Man:um became
victim No. 7 as she stepped off a bus in December.
- AP/newsfinder news service
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• News: Coverage of "Take Back the Night," April 8
• Style: Review of musical"Little Shop of Horrors"
• Focus: Examination of JMU's recruitment practices of freshman, professors
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D11rt•••
A "we-already-have-alarm-clocks-thank-you" dart
to SGA for approving chimes for Wi lson Hall
without considering residence halls on the Quad.
Sent m by someone who wishes JMU could
establish tradition a little more quietly so she can
sleep.

P11t•••

Ca:mpus safety: a growing fear
his is a world where no one can afford to ing in her unlocked car's back seat. This student
think nothing bad will ever happen to them. was lucky. She got away. How many times have
Contrary to what many believe, JMU stu- you walked somewhere alone before midnight,
dents do not live in a bubble, protected from soci- thinking you were safe because it was still early?
ety's evils. Students must educate themselves
There are services available to students to p~
about the dangers present on campus, and they teet them from assaults. Campus cadets will escort
must protect themselves from these dangers.
students anywhere on campus and pick students
In 1996, there were three reported incidents of up from remote parking lots from 7 p .m.-1 a.m.
forcible sex offenses on campus, two of which Sunday through Wednesday, 7 p .m.-2 a.m.
occurred in November, and 17
Thursday and 7 p.m.- 3 a.m.
third party reports of sexual
Friday and Saturday. Beyond
assaults, according to the
these hours, police escorts are
Monthly Campus Crime
provided. By calling x6913, stu"Right to Know" Information
dents can easily protect themSummary available at the camselves.
pus police department.
Students can do a number of
This semester, there have
things to ensure their safety.
been five third party reports of
"Use the escort service, report
sexual assault. Third party
suspicious activities [when you
reports s:ome from someone
witness them] - don't wait other than the victim or the
and use the emergency
phones," Alan MacNutt, direcperpetrator.
The summary also indicates
tor of public safety said. He
seven cases of aggravated assault were reported in also suggests students who run or jog should do
1996, six of which occurred during fall semester. so in pairs or groups.
So far, 1997 has already seen four additional cases
College has a reputation of being four years of
of aggravated assault.
solid fun and good times. But students cannot
These are the hard numbers. They are easy to afford to pretend that college isn't real life and that
obtain, yet so many of us fail to admit that these they are above real life threats. Students should be
horrible things happen on campus. We simply afraid for every other student who isn't looking
pretend they don't happen.
out for his or her own safety. Very afraid.
The Police Log in Thursday's Breeze reported an
as~ult and battery that occurred March 27. At the
The house editorial reflects the opimon of the editorial
relatively early hour of 10:35 p.m., a woman was board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
attacked in her car by someone who had been hid- the opimon editor.

T

" In 1996, there were

three reported incidents
offorcible sex offenses on
campus, two of which
occurred in November,
and 17 third party reports
of sexual assaults ''

Krist-e n Heiss ... editor
Laura L. Wah .. . managing editor
Kelley M. BllLuingame . . . ofllnlon editor

Bfeeze

Leucr1 rothe ~111 "' slu101d be no lTIIft thAA 500 words, columm ~hoold be no nx>rc
than 800 words, and hnrh will be puhlbhed on a ~a"c av.ulable loam.~ must he
delivered tu T~ Brttlt by noon Tuo:lav \'ll' 5 p.m. Friday.
The: Brcat r~rve1 the right to aUt fOI' cbrlry 11nJ $J'ICe.
The <lplnmn m tht teetitHl Jo nor n«:C$sartly rdlecr the opuuon ti lhe neW$Jl<lpe-r,
thlf lllft. ()I' jan:)Cs Madl.5(m Unh emtl·

A "way-to-go" pat to Alyson Clark for getting the
asststant Greek coordinator position. You deserve it,
and we're so proud of you!
Sem in by the members of Alpha Chi Omega
sorority.

Dllrt•••
A "thanks-for-being-so-inconsiderate'' dart to the
Valley Mall Cinema The end of "The DeviJ's Own"
got blacked out, but when we infonned you of the
problem we were brushed aside.
Sent rn by two disgrumled students who want to
warn people not to see this movie at the Valley Mall
if they want to know how it ends.

P11t.••
An "I-wish-there-were-more-people-like-you'' pat
to the students who work at the Information Desk in
Warren Hall. Every time I need help, you're there
wtth a chee~ul smile and a sense of humC>f.
Sem in by a smdem who appreciates the assistance
and the courtesy.

D11r1•••
A "what-were-you-thinking?" dart to the middle
educahon department for not keeping Sandy
Dut.emple. She will be missed by all her students.
Sem in bv a studem who thinks the line to get into
Dutemple's office is reason enough to keep her.

P11t••.
A "thank-you-for-sharing-your-talent" pat to Kat
Hale who volunteered her time and heart to paint a
mural for the Women's Resource Center.
Sent in by the Women's Resource Center staff with
great appreciaJion.

I
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Take Back the Night speakers,
march to raise awareness of violence
To the Editor:
I would like to inform the JMU community about an
event solely dedicated to ending violence against women.
JMU's second annual Take Back the Night is tomorrow on
the commons, beginning at 6:30 p.m.
One in four women will be sexually assaulted by the
time they graduate from college. The percentage of
women who experience violence increases when we also
consider women affected by physicaJ abuse, emotional
abuse, eating disorders and sexist language. Take Back the
Night is a way to create awareness of these issues by p~
viding a night where women and men can gather to speak
out about their personaJ experiences with violence. This
year's Take Back the Night includes music by Megan and
Carmen Haszard, the Contemporary Gospel Singers,
Natalie Josef and Kim Cantor. Music begins at 6:30 p.m.,
foUowed by featured speakers Chris I<ilmartjn and Kristin
Gremmell.
Kilmartin is a professor at Mary Washington College
and started the white nbbon campaign. The white ribbon
symbolizes men's intolerance of violence against women.
Kilmartin speaks about men's roles and responsibilities in
ending violence against women.
Gremmell works for the Department of Justice
Violence Against Women Grant Office. Both have spoken
at other Take Back the Night raUies and will share their
experiences with us. A speak-out and march foUows the
scheduled speakers. This is a time for people to express
their feelings or personal experiences regarding violence
against women.
The Clothesline Project will be displayed tomorrow
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the PC Ballroom. The Qothesline
Project is a display ofT-shirts by survivors and/ex friends
of survivors ol sexual assault All the T-shirts are made by

women in the JMU community. If you are interested in
making a T-5hirt, you can make one on the day of the projeq or come to the Women's Resource Center, Taylor 200,
today from 6-8 p.m.
Everyone is affected by violence against women - it
could be your mother, sister or best friend. We encow-age
everyone to come to these very important events.

s.llh Bel8my

COOIA..tor, Women's Reeource Center

Community member dlstoits College
Republicans' actions at Beyer rally
To the Ecltor:

1n his March 'ZJ letter to the editor, Mr. Lowell Heisey
of Bridgewater commented on the presence of CoUege
Republicans at an appearance by Democrat nominee for
governor Don Beyer. In his Jetter, Heisey equated the
democratic participation of the College Republicans to
mean "they [College Republicam] would prefer a totalitarian form of government, presumably under a
Republican dictator." He somehow concluded that college
students confronting their elected officials and holding
them accountable is similar to a'dvocating a form of government where tynmny rules and the basic human rights
of its dtizens are denied. How Heisey arrived at this conclusion is beyond my understanding.
Perhaps a dari.flcation of Heisey's distorted account of
Beyer's visit is n ecessary. I, along with other ColJege
Republicans, was personally invited to attended Beyer's
~h by the president of the Young Democrats. We
peacefully sat in the room and at no time, while Beyer was
speaking, was he booed or interrupted. What did happen
was a cordial exchange of ideas between the College
Republicans and Beyer. As Beyer left. he shook my hand
and wished me and my family the best These are hardly

the actions of a man who just had his speech suppressed,
as Heisey had you believe.
Heisey's letter failed to mention that in the past, the
Young Democrats made their presence known when conservative speakers such as Larry Pratt and G. Gordon
Liddy visited campus. Most protes ts by the Young
Democrats, however, go largely unnoticed due to the
Young Democrats insignificant membership numbers.
In his letter, Heisey a lso states several College
Republicans held "Jennings" signs to block people's view.
This is simply not true. At no time did we block anyone's
view while Beyer was speaking. We did, however, have
signs outside the room that read "Gilmore for Governor."
Gilmore is Beyer's Republican opponent.
I find it ironic that someone who states "'democracy is a
&agile flower," and "it needs to be thoughtfully supported
and promoted by as many people as possible," doesn't
even know who is running for governor in his own state.
Perhaps Heisey's politicaJ ignorance is more dangerous to
our "fragile" democracy than the College RepubUcans'
participation in that process. Maybe Mr. Heisey should
spend less time looking at flowers and more time becoming an informed voter
I also find it strange The Brtt!Zt would publish his letter
in the first place, since Heisey does not attended JMU.
Many times, the CoUege Republicans have approached
The Brm.e with commentary from local conservatives. Tlu!
Bm:u has informed us the editorial page is reserved for
students and faculty of JMU. After aU, students' money
pays for The Breeze. It appears in this case Breeze policy
need not apply to the CoUege Republicans.

Editors

Not~

The Breeze enoourages tl.e expression

from all ofits readm, mt and offcampus.

of opinion

Big birds 'caws' ruckus but aren't all bad

A

lfred Hitchcock's Oscar awardcrows. Covering the sky above the maJJ
winning thriller "The Birds" has
and parking lot, they poop on everything
always been one of my favorite
they can fly over and create commotion by
movies. Now there may be evidence that
dirtying and startling the mall's customers.
one angle of the movie - the huge flocks
Of course, the birds didn't appear at the
of birds that blacken the sky- couJd be
mall from nowhere, like they do in
based on actual reported incidents.
Hitchcock's movie. For years they spent
ft's funny h ow ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--. the fall and winter
movies,
which
about a mile away
sometimes seem
from the mall until
completely
fardevelopers
cut
fetched, can parallel
down many of the
actual
and
trees in that area.
metaphorical events.
_ Laura L. Wade
Forced out of their
1 find this idea
preferred roosting
comforting in some
property, the crows
. aspects and downdecided they could
right disturbing in others. It helped prove
go for a change of scene, thus moving to
me that perhaps Hitchcock wasn't as
the maD.
loony as I originally believed he would
Jt would be one thing if there were only
have to be in order to be such a brilliant
a couple crows loitering around the maO
writer/director. However, the mere sugproperty, but the current number is
gestion there is potential for this movie's
upwards of 200,000. Now, that's a lot of
plot to be carried out in the real world
crows.
leaves me listening for beating wings.
SO, the people who work at the maD
Imagine what Harrisonburg would be
have been trying to drive the crows away
like if thousands of crows overran it.
with sound harassment. Could this be the
These crows would leave their messes all
next topic on Monte)? The management
over the city and cause extra trouble for
put tape players on the roof of the mall
police. Their noise would disturb the counplaying crow distress calls.
try peace and leave Harrisonburg resiBut this didn't drive the crows away.
dents wishing things could be like they
The management cried wolf, and the
were before the crows moved in.
crows didn't buy it. Good for them.
An article In the April 2 issue of the
Now if the crows came to Harrisonburg
Washington Post explained how a mall in I wonder what the city would employ to
Rockville, Md., was the chosen hangout
eliminate them. The city could employ a
for a huge flock of unwanted guestsno crow-cruising ordinance making it ill~

gal to fly past the saJ!le point twice in the
same hour.
Tiley could tear down certain things like the valuable roosting posts provided
by certain crosswalks - to hinder the
crows in their daily roosting, and the city
could try to reroute the crows to areas they
feel are better
adapted for crow
roostage, even if
these changes
make the roost--.--....----,
ing situation
worse.
They
co u I d
even
sup-

crows. The mall hasn't had any luck, and
they have ruled out crow "elimination"
because it's illegal. So, for the time being,
bird is the word at a Rockville maJI.
The dty of Harrisonburg and residents
shouJd plan for a growing crow problem
(migrating crows will be here in the fall),
no matter how much
many of them
don 't like the
crows that
already
reside

SETH FRIEDMAN/sl".ffortisl

port the idea of sound harassmentmaybe chimes or bells - to try to deprive
the crows of sleep and thus chase them out
of town so they can regain needed rest.
Come to think of it, they might even
infect the air with nasty stenches r~
cent of poultry or dog food to make the
crows think twice about their choice of residence.
It's difficult to get rid of thousands of

here. However, I'm sure if worse comes to
worse, Harrisonburg would accept the
crows despite the problems they could
"caws." If nothing else, they may help
bring tourists to the area.
Not every city is lucky enough to have
a huge crow population.

I.Aunz L. WOJk is a sophomore mass communialtion major and the managing tdiJor.
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Pharmacy & Home Health
• In House Charge Accounts may be established to
be pala directly by your parents
• Convenient Prescription Del!very
• 10% Discount to Students w1th ID

$3.00 off a new prescription
with this ad
•

HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00

lill

434-2372
Sat 9:00-12:00
434-8650
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)

Tuesday, April 8th
~ -~~7:30pm On the Commo · ..
,

~ I~ ."'ell it 50 it Will never.~~K.
...

~(""!} • happen ~gain." ·"~
'

One in four women will be sexually assaulted by the time they graduate from college The
percentage of women who experience violence increases when we also consider those women
effected by physical abQse, emotional abuse, eating disorders, and sexist language. Take
Back the Night is an opportunity for people to safely express their feelings concerning the
myriad of violent acts endured by women every day.

Featured Musicians
Starting at 6:30

Featured Speakers
at the Rally

Contemporary Gospel Singers
Megan and Carmen Hazard
Kim Cantor
Natalie Josef

Chris Kilmartin
Kristin Gremmell

e14nE (Campus ltssault r<esponsE Hotline) will be active a ll week for
an'done who needs to talk about these issues. 'fhe number is 6411.

· event is dedicated to the

of Ann Olson and Keith O' Conneli

THE CLOTHE/LINE PROJECT
PC Ball room

IO:OOan1 - 6:00ptn

Bear Witness to Violence Against Won1cn

s TYLEl______
I

~---------------~~

~

nJ

T_
HE_ B_R-EE
_Z_E _M
_o-nda_y._A_
pri-17_. 1-99-7 ....

Realism, technique emphasized at exhibit
mation cards to relay her feelings, though.
Her talented strokes convey a sense of
hopeful, pleasant living despite the war A
warm, loving atmosphere exists in both
homes during a time of chaos.
Grimsby, who used Ampersand prepared Masonite panels and an assortment
of finishes to construct her pieces, also
used photographs to design a pair of
drawlngs depictirtg her mother as a young

by Meredith Allen
llrl rqx~rter

For those who enjoy art but don't like
to inlerpret or analyze the artist's motivation to death_ this exhibit is the one to see.

·

In her exhibit, titled "Family Album Realist Drawings a nd Paintings in
Traditional Style," graduate student artist
Jeanne Grimsby emphasizes three important elements in her work: realistic style,
traditional techniques and photographic

girl.

references.
Her realistic
.tiona} style focus.
es on horizmtal~ertical lines, which

The drawings, titled "Sunday
Afternoon 1922" and "Sunday Afternoon
1929," contrast Grimsby's mother's hair
styles, clothing and surroundings.
Grimsby indicates a "silly element" such
as large garden flowers and the girl's slopPY socks in each drawing, as well
In "1929," at age eleven, her mother sits
on the front porch with a slight grin on her
face. Two rocking chairs and strewn newspapers rest on the porch behind the girl.
One notices the detailed flowered pattern
on the chairs' cushions.
The young girl, on the verge o( growing up, is spending a peaceful, relaxing
Sunday afternoon at home. As with her
other pieces, tranquility is the predominant theme.
vu.;ting Grimsby's exhibit is a comforting stroll through her family's history.
The exhibit will be shown at Zirkle House's

often lead the viewer's eyes to a center
point According to an infonnation panel,
this ~ue, commonly found ii) 17th
century Dutch painter Johannis Vermeer's
work, "anchors the subject in place."
Another technique that Grimsby
employs is the use of photographs as a
basis for her piea!s.
Combining her three primary interests,
Grimsby creates an incredibly accurate
and realistic display of her family's personal home life.
If viewers do not desire input from the
artist, they should wait to read the after
forming infonnation cards following their
own interpretations. However helpful the
cards, descnbing her composition designs,
artistic processes, alterations, memories
and recollections, they don't allow viewers

A viewer at the exhibit perfectly
described the difficulty in comprehending
the drawings' intricate details when she
said, "It's like trying to understand light-

years."

PETD BAGGARTV/sraffpllotograplttr

'NeWtbon' Ia OM OIMYW81 pleoee by ......... 8tudent Juline Grtmsby at Zirkle
HouM'a The Other G8111ty. Her worb ... on .....,..,. until Aprtl 12.
to draw many conclusions by themselves.
"Neighbors" is a small painting of her
grandparents' back yard in Albany, 'flkw
York. As Grimsbysuggests, the piece, originating from the background of a photograph from the summer of 1946, represents the "beauty and order" people
sought during
The backyard, a compact plot on a
crowded city street, contains a little garden, a rocldng chair and a watering can.
Held open by a brick, the ground-level
back door seems to be an invitation for old
friends and new acquaintances.

wwn.

Sunlight shining on half of the yard
shows some tiny dandelions and pesky
flowers amongst the grass. Through a
chain-link fence, viewers will see the
neighbors' back yard. In their yard, drying
laundry is blowing in the wind and home
business signs are h.idden under a stair-

case.
Protected by the weather's elements
and the war's effects, the signs wait for the
store to reo~ Grirnsby suggests the {amily is hopeful the store will indeed thrive
again.
Viewers do not need Grimsby's infor-

'I'M Other Gallery until April12.

StairMaster+pumping=plumping?
by Maggie Welter
sunwr writer
t's Saturday afternoon and
seven women are sweating
hard, pumping the pedals of
StairMaster machines in the
University Recreation Center. In
return for their efforts, they
expect to either maintain or lose a
few inches.
Uttle do they know, some say
StairMaster actually makes a part
of their anatomies bigger, giving
the old adage "no pain, no gain"
a literal meaning.
Butt busters beware! Time
spent huffing and puffing on
StairMaster could lead to a severe
case of StairMaster Butt, a.k.a.
SMB, according to a report the
week of March 16th in Tht

I

Washington Post.
The theory, which has no scientific backing, suggests the type
of movement performed on
StairMaster causes some exercisers, mostly women, to place a lot
of stress on the gluteus maxim us,
causing these muscles to grow
larger and stronger.
"If people are trying to reduce
their derrieres, the StairMaster
isn't the best thing to do," Earl
Williams, who owns a gym in
Washington, D.C., told The Post.
"they start doing it, but their
jeans just keep getting tighter."

When asked for the lowdown
on SMB, a secretary at
StairMaster,headquarters in
Kirkland, Wash., let out a huge
laugh and asked, "What's this?"
She hadn't heard the 5MB rumor.
However, her boss had, and
he wasn't laughing.
"Unfodunately, we have a
myth that's being advanced by
some fitness experts," said Cedric
Bryant, director of sports medicine at StairMaster. "StairMaster
does not provide the proper stimulus to advance muscle growth.
It's an aerobic exercise that bums
fal"
Regular StairMaster users are
no more likely to develop a large
butt than marathon runners are
likely to develop large quadriceps, according to Bryant. "In
both cases, those areas get toned,
but not overly large," he said.
Dana Albertella, UREC coordinator of fitness programs,
agrees. '1 don't believe there is
enough resistance in the
StairMaster machine to build
muscle mass," she said, adding
she would like to see some
research on the subject before the
fitness community draws any
conclusions.
The source of the 5MB ailment, some say, is the usernot the machine.
"The problem is these women

who lean way over and hang on
to the bars," said Alex
MonTeceno, a trainer at Crunch
Fitness in Los Angeles. "To benefit the entire lower body, you
need to stand straight up. That
will help you breathe better, too."
But freshman Victoria Davis
isn't taking any chances on developing SMB. When she heard the
SMB theory a couple of months
ago, she cut down on her
StairMaster use.
'1 don't do it as many days as
I used to. I use a combination of
machines now and don't stay on
the StairMaster for more than 20
minutes," Davis said.
Sophomore Suzannah Baker
wouldn't mind if the StairMaster
gave her a little lift in the rear.
"I'm a small-butt girl," she said
with a laugh. "If [ got a bigger
butt, that'd probably be a good
thing."
Some actually prefer plump
behinds. The most famous butt
afidonado is probably Sir Mix-aLot, who in his song titled, "Baby
Got Back," declared, "I like big
butts, and I cannot lie."
Sophomore Marc Zarraga
shares that opinion to a degree.
"SmaU butts can be a tum off," he
said, adding that women should
strive for a back-side that is "just
right, finn and perky - not too
flat."

FILE PHOTO BY JENNIFER BAKER/photo

A JMU student work.a out on a StalrMaster machine at the
University Recreation Center Tuesday afternoon.

According to Zarraga, the best
way to achieve the perfect butt is
to avoid the gym and hit the soccer field. "Soccer chicks have the
best butts, hands down," he said.
At least one woman looks for
similar qualities in men's butts.
Freshman Kristen Coming said
guys' butts "shouldn't be too
bubbly. Firm and nice and not
one of those non-existent butts,"
Coming said.
Whether StairMaster enlarges

the butt or not, sophomore
Meaghan Smith intends to keep
using the machine
''I'm much more concerned
about getting in shape over all
than about getting a huge butt,"
she said.
Besides, Smith joked, "The
only time I've noticed my butt
getting bigger was when I came
to college, and that had noting to
do with the StairMaster."
Happy Climbing!
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COLLEGE PARK IS ON THE TEN SPOT!

JJJJ.r.~~~

TOP TEN REASONS FOR LIVING AT

COLLEGE PARK-ASHBY CROSSING, L.L.C.
5. You can show your competitive side
at volleyball, basketball, or tennis, or
if the competition blows vou away,
splash around in the poolf
4. Meet your d~adlines by having the
student sei'Vlces center at your door!
3. You'll have a frieqdlY, & reliable
.management on Site for you!
2. We have more bus stops than anyone
else!
T o b e «Joia."ti-u-u.ed • • •
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]MU Christian rock band blends
message with eclectic musical style
by Brad Jenkins

staff writer
---A man and woman, each
dressed mostly in black and
wearing leather jackets, sip Bud
Light and shoot pool at The
Office on South Main Street.
Most of the coUege-aged patrons
nurse soft drinks. Later, two drag
queens in brightly colored outfits
strut into the dimly lit, smokefilled room where colorful track
lights add to the surreal effect.
On the small stage in the back,
five JMU students perform an
edgy, upbeat rock tune called
''No One's Listening."
The song's words are barely
understandable, but the crowd
loves it, clapping their hands and
moving their heads and feet to
the music. Sophomore bassist
Phil Lawson seems to be having
the most fun. As his head beats
with the rhythm, his nearly
shoulder-length black hair glides
in the air. Throughout the song,
his face lights up with the boyish
that never seems to leave his

f:.

After the first song, it becomes
clear that the band called What If

... 7 is about more than entertainment. As the tall, slender, red·
haired lead singer smoothly sings
"Free," the words beckon the
audience to listen. Closing his
eyes tightly, lines forming on his
forehead, senior Jim McConnell
reverently sings, .. Love takes
everything we've got; Love asb
to be everything we're not; Love
says take up your em. and loilow me; It's only love that'll eet
you free.•
That reYeJenCe stleml from the

band's mission- to sing of the
love they've found in Jesus
Christ, a love the band believes
has set them "free."
As McConnell explains,
"We're not about playing music
and getting a girl in bed after the
show. We're there to spread the
hope we've found in the GospeL"
What If •.. ? takes the Biblical
command to "make disciples of
all nations" seriously, and they
do it using their musical talents.
"We all realize God has given us
the gifts of music," drummer
Josh Mullenix, a senior, says. "He
wants us to use these gifts for his
glory and that's how we express
that."
The band's musical style is
hard to describe, even for the
band members themselves. In
fact, when they try to explain
their music, the band becomes
uncharacteristically quiet, look·
ing at each other for answers.
"What do you think?" each asks
the others.
Finally, Mullenix ends the confusion. "The way I like to
describe it is we're a hybrid of
rock, blues and funk," he says.
Lawson, ever the comedian of the
group, asks the guys in an innocent voice, '1iow about Hootie?"
McConnell, a Hootie and the
Blowfish fan, quJckly zepltel, "'Do
I sound like Hootie?"
the t.nd'1 JOUnd can
best be ~ by the various

PemaJ:a

instruments 1'I'mentect.

Besides
rums,
the band
indudee &eahman Mike Garda

guitars and

playing aaxophone, mandolin,
flute and penny whistle, and
junior Jason McCall playing
viola, violin and guitar.

V908'ltt and auttartat Jim McConnell (left) rocka out with fellow
baed member tophomore baNiat Phil Lawaon 'Sunday.

rnoros BY PETER RAGGARTV/staffphotograplur
Senior Joeh Mul1nlx, drunllnilr for the band WhM If •• • 1 pounda away on the aklns Sunday afternoon
out8lde Ia,... Hill • pert of a free concert. The band plana to rele8M a CD aometlme thll month.
"''t's so ededict ~ says "Grace You've Granted," the was shocked. A million thoughtS
about their music lt)1e. "We play band conveys its message with ran through my head."
anywhere from countq to funk passion. McConnell closes his
Events like that are usually
to jazz to rock. It covers most eyes several times, signifying his taken as random mishaps, but
spectrums. That's good beca\J.Se intensity. As the song reaches its this was no chance event, Garcia
you dm't get stuc:1c in one genre climax, McCall, in his blue denim says. "That week, my thoughts
and It appeals to Jots of people."
shirt and olive corduroys, plays were totally not on God. I was
The band was founded last the violin with fluid mo,tions, his just thinking how great it was to
year as a three-piece band with tall body moving smoothly with be going to Richmond and
McConnell, Mullenix and
Virginia Beach, but I gave no
the music.
l..aWS()n being the original memSuddenly, the song becomes thought to who had gotten me
bers. '1t just sort of happened," quiet and reverent "Only at 33, there. It was like God had been
lawson explains with child-like they nailed him to a cross," tapping me on the shoulder and
awe in his voice. They began McConnell sings. "And hung this was him tapping even hard·
playing at campus groups like him in the air. While those er. [The band] was getting to my
Campus Crusade for Ouist and around him mocked him," he head."
the Baptist Student Union, as sings, with a loud drum beat on
Arrogance and ego trips are
well as Taylor Down Under. The
the word 'mocked.' Gradually, traps the band needs to avo.id to
band grew this summer when it
the band brings the music back to convey its message, McCall says.
added McCaU and again this fall
its original ballad feel and "Part of the walk that we lead is
when Garda joined.
Mc.Connell sings the chorus, his daily time in the Bible and in
,.Before, we were kind of main message to the audience. prayer. If we don't do this, we are
empty,• Lawson comments in his "Living by the grace that you've more apt to get arrogant I don't
usual soft-spoken, brief manner.
granted; living by the faith want the audience to see me, I
Mc.Connell agrees, adding, "It you've planted in my soul; living want them to see Christ"
used to be guitars, drums and
That desire to show people
for you 'cause you died for us;
bass. Now we are folk~riented
there's nothing I can do but trust Christ is most evident at The
Office. McCall says it was a chalrock with some jazz influence.
in you,''he sings.
Uving by grace is not always lenging place to play since it was
We have lots more choices. We
can go down to just rock or we an easy feat for What U.. .?. One the first secular club they've
can expand it"
of the challenges for a Christian played in. But McCall believes
Music style aside, this group's band is remembering its purpose. this is what they should be doing.
main priority is spreading the Garcia recalls an incident that, to "It's good to get out of the
hope they've found in the faith
him, was a wa~up call for keep- Christian crowds and go to the
they share. "Hopefully, we' re ing his focus on his first priority.
marketplace," he says. "That's
bringing glory to God through
One weekend, when the band what it's all about"
our music," McConnell says.
was scheduled to play in
For now, the band's immediate
"We want to let people know Richmond and Virginia Beach, plans are to play more concerts
there's a hope out there. I have no Garcia ran over his saxophone and to release an album in April
problem telling people that's with his car.
"We're taking it gig by gig and
what we're about. But just
Initially, after pulling the saxo- day by day. We' re making no
because someone doesn't believe phone out of its case, Garcia plans," McCall says.
thought the saxophone was OK,
"If the doors open, we'U go.
that Jesus Christ was God's son
doesn't mean they can' t still lis- but closer examination revealed We just want to play music for
ten to us."
the case to be otherwise. "It was God. If we make it, fine. If not,
As the band plays the ballad totally smooshed," Garda says. "I that's okay, too."
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AKA &U.P.B.
f.roudly Present

Also Performing on a
different staae:

AU Proceeds
Benefit the

~

Make-A-Wish
Foundation

Rob "T'be Olllce"
Conklin aod Frlenda

and Specia l

Olympics

With ZTA Spikefest
JOM CRU ISE

Performing U ve:

~u.y t-1·"-'--

SLACKJAW

PAT McGEE BAND

j in mary ..,Spillins .Z,ew
And Featuring:

@EVERYTHING
19 GODWIN FIELD ll:OOam - 9:00pm RAIN OR
$10.00 in advance $12.00 at the door
Available at
All Plan 9 Music Store locations
Town and Campus Reconls
Warren Box Office@ ]MU
Crossroads CO's and
Tickets:
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Take Back tl1e Night
aud tire Clo tltesline
Project

••
••
Commons
•• The7:30pm
•• Sponsored by the
•• Women's Resource
and the Take
•• BackCcntt'r
the Night Coalition
••
••
••
••

•• T.J. Dennagraphics ••
•• Tattoos and ••
•• Body Piercing •e
Taylor306
••• lO:OOam - 5:00pm •••
•
Eli:abetlr
••• RodrigJtez-J
•
olmso11 •
••
••
oftl•e
•• Depnrtemnt of ••
Defeuse
••
•
•
PC Ballroom
••
•
7:00pm
•
•• Sponsored by ••
• Club La Uno and Center •

T.J. Dermagraplaics

Featurinf
Multicultura and
Urb.ln/Cont.cmpor~ \\C.u

Tattoos and
Body Piercing

Club PC's
Casino Nigllt

Hillside Field
1:00- 4:00pm

Sponson.>d by the
University Program
Board

Sponsored by
Kappa Kappa Pbi
and Tau Beta Sigma

PC Ballroom
$3.00
8:00pm- 1:00am

•..

•

Cmtcr for Mull cultural

:

Sludcnl Services

Leaderslrip
Celebratiou
(by imitation only)

Grafton-Stova U
7:00pm
SpOn$0red by the
Madison lt>adership
Center

T.}. D~rmagrnpl•ics
Tattoos n11d
Body Piercing
Taylor306
lO.OOam- 5:00pm

••
••
••
•..
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Fasl1ion Sl1ow

• for Multicultural Student •
Spousoml l1y
•
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• UnrtH.TS1ly Program Boord,
•
•
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T.J. Den11agrnpl1ics
Tattoos aud
Body Piercing
Taylor307
10:00am- 5:00pm

..

Taylor307
lO:OOam -5:00pm

Step Slrow
5:00 - 7:00pm

••• Ebouy E.~osure
•• "Rnppins to tltt AM."
PC Ballroom
•• $8.00
•• $12.00 inatadvance
the door
Hall Box Office
••.. Warren
l O:OOpm- 2:00am

SpunM~rcd by UPll and

Vni\ersity flealth Ctnter

•••
•••
••
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'Devil's Own,' stays in movie .hell
by Brent Bowles
sliljf writer
It has been called by Brad Pitt an "irresponsible bit of filmmaking." There have been enough
reports of off-screen friction between its leading
men to fill a space cruiser. And although reports
allege the script was practically rewritten on a
daily basis, the level-headed direction and considerate performances help '1'he Oevil's Own"
steer dear of the Tom Oancy-esque action genre,
8COring at most a mild success.

I{ I· \ I ... \\

The story brings Pitt's Irish ~lkan Anny
soldier to America to purchase a handful of
stinger missiles for his compatriots. Under the
guise of a dean-shaven immigrant construction
worker, he aro:J'.ts board in the home of an IrishAmerican cop (Harrison Ford). The script (credited to three writers from a story by Kevin Jarre)
certainly tries to put the "stinger" plot on the
back burner to Pitt's Frankie Maguire and Ford's
Tom O'Meara. It attempts to mold a character
study from an action film, succeeding in that its
actors manage solid performances; when
attempts are made to reconcile the characters'
stories however, that's when things get shaky.
As expected, Ford is the venerable dose-toretirement flatfoot with an idyllic suburban
home, perfect family and a moral heart of gold.
Ford gives a firm, crafted performance, creating a
believable, honest soul from a confusedly-written
character; it seems the writers .oUght have intended a hero along the lines of Ford's Jack Ryan (in

"Oear and Present Danger''), but Ford t:hankfully refuses this trap at every tum.
Woddng just as hard as Ford to create character out of formula is Pitt, whose Maguire is at
source nothing more than the standard revengeminded terrorist. Pitt is surprisingly vulnerable
in the part, scared and somewhat repulsed by the
violence he inspires; Maguire becomes thought·
ful and intelligent rather than cold and blind. In
trying to move "The Devil's Own" away from its
action-oriented script, Ford and Pitt are helped
equally by director Alan Pakula.
After a series of very fine political dramas in
the 70s, including "All the President's Men" and
HThe Parallax View," Pakula's more recent
efforts ("Presumed Innocent" with Ford) have
been less successfully crafted, more slick and
commercial ventures.
With "The Devil's Own," it is again clear
Pakula is trying a more level-headed take on
what was an mundane action script He has, to a
decent extent, been successful, but the occasional
punctuation of disconnected chase scenes (not to
mention an unnecessary decapitation) disrupt
the flow Pakula is attempting. He hand1es these
sequences well, including his trademark aerial
shots, but Pakula seems unable to completely
reconcile them with the film ~a whole.
The unsuccessful integration of parts into the
whole is the central problem in Nfhe Devil's
Own." The script is uneven, and thus cannot successfully bring together its leading characters, a
situation made even more maddening by the
well-rounded lead performances. Likewise
Pakula can't completely overshadow the acrlpt's
inadequacies with his intelligent, character--oriented approach to the material: "'The Devil's
Own" tries hard to be more than it's script would
hav,, and it's d.ifflcult to completely fault that
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Deslan Worit by lisa Newcomer and Alexandra
Schmidt -Ulrich,• Zukk House, The Anworu Gallery Munday-Saturday, free
,...M.A ThesiS Exh1bmon by jeanne Gnnuhv;" Z•rkle H\)Wie, The
Other Gal~ry- Munday-Sarwday, f~.
,....M.FA Dtsr« Exhlb1non· Janl« Hertel;" Sawhill GalleryMonday-Sunday, frtt.
~ ·lnteriuc

,..T.J. and j1mmy: The Offi«- Monday, 574-9975.
,..l'hennus: The Office- Tuesday, 574-9975
,..Spider Monkey: Blue Foxx- Thursday, 432-3699
,..Puddle Duck: Blue Foxx- Sarurd3y, 432-3699.
~Solar Garlic: The Office- Wednesday, 574-9975.
,..Supr Cteek: The Office- Thursday, 574-9975.
)o-O.J. Tyke/0: The Office- Fndny, 574-9975.
,..Sprlna Dance Concert: Godwin Hall, StudiO355 - Thursday·
Saturday, 8 p.m., call x6511.

,..JMU Stnna Clamber E.ruembles: Anrhony-Seeger Hall
AudiUXtum- Monday-Tut1day. 8 p.m., Cree.
,..JMU Oarlnet Claw. Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditonum Wednesday. 8 p.m., free.
~JMU ~Wilson Hall Auditorium- Thursd3y, 8 p.m., f~e.
,..Madbon Smem: Emmanuel Episcopal 0\urch, 660 S.Mam Sr

-Sunday, }p.m., ~
)t{Jrafton-StoYall Theatre: "Bound," Tuesday· Wednesday: "lmes
()( Fire,• Thunday; "jeny Magui~.· Friday-Sarunby. All iMws at 7
and 9-.JO p.m., $2 unless Otherwise noted
~Repl Cmenw Valley M:tll: "liar liar,• "Return 1i theJedi,"
"The Drvll's ~; "'The &lmt "Shows $4 hefore 6 p.m , $6 nfrer,
434-7107.
~Rellall1arruonbulll 3: "Duuble Team," "That Old Ftthng,"
"Selena." "jun~:le 2 jungle," Shuws S4 beJnre 6 p.m , $6 after, 433·
1200.
~ ~Little

uf
Theatre II E Saturday Shop
2 p.m., $5 (limit 5).
Hnrror&t

T ucsday·Saturday 8 p.m.,

If :you would Wee an ewnt featured tn Style Weekly, bring mfonnaticn to t.ht Anrhony·
Steger Hall basement, ar fax do cht St)le section at .x6736.

·,

Attention

Student Organizations
The time to schedule meeting
rooms, vans, buses, sales
space, classrooms, and much
more for

FALL SEMESTER

1997

is almost here/
-------~----------~~=-----------------~-------------· -

Wed,. April9
Fri., AprU. 11

Callx3343 at 8:30a.m. to
sign up for a time to
schedule, beginning April14.
Appointment times will be
posted outside the Events &

Conferences O.ffice (Warren

Mon., April 14

Hall302}
SCHEDUUNG BEGINS/
(Come by the Events &

Conferences O.ffice at
appointment time to make
reservations}.
• Please make sure the two designated memben
that will be malrtug aU club reservations have
attended a Nuts and Bolts Workshop prior to
Aprl114.
• look for more info and details in your club boxes.
Questions??? CaU Events & Conferences at
x6330. Warren Hall 302.

College of Science and Mathematics
1997 Student Honors and Research Symposium
Wednesday, April 9
Collqe Honors Ceremony
7 pm @ Highlands Room Warren Hall

Friday, April I8
Physics SymposJum

3:15pm@ Miller Halt 109
Friday, April I 8
Geology and Environmental Studjes
Research Seminar
I 0 am @ Miller Hall 232
Friday, April 18
Chemistry Senior Raarcb Symposium

12:30 pm Miller Hall 224

D-. Fred Kinder, Chemistry Keynote Speaker
3:30pm

@

Miller Hall 224

Friday, April I 8
Dr. Molly Morris, Biology Keynote Speaker
12 noon @ Burruss Hall 238

Biology Research Presentations I
1 pm

@

Burruss Hall 238

Friday, April 25
Biology Research Presentations U
1 pm @ Burruss Hall 238
Wednesday, April 23
Mathematics Research Symposium
4 pm @ Burruss HaJJ 141

April 24lhrough April26
National Conference of Undergraduate Research
All Day in Austin. Texas

..
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Fact
Transfer

Waiting
for Bardo
JMU newcomers look
for kicks in the styx
by Warren Rojas
staff writer_ _ __
he sights. The sounds. The poultry. There is
nothing like a day (and night) tn
Harrisonburg, Va. - or is there? According to
several JMU students, there is. Mauricio Abela,
a senior, likes the JMU atmosphere but heralds
the benefits of livmg in Richmond. A Virginaa
Commonwealth University student until his junior year,
Mauricto transferred here after two years in RJchmond.
He said, "There is definitely a difference between this
(city] and Richmond. Richmond has a lot more bars, comedy clubs and restaurants, but it is a lot more violent. I
watched from a window in [VCU's ] Johnston [Hall} as a
guy on the street got shot.
At the same time, Mauricio feels Richmond has a lot
more to offer than I Iarrisonburg. ''You can cover all of
Harrisonburg in about 10 minutes; you could drive aU day
through Richmond. The city also has so much more character: It is an older city and you can see it in every street
and alleyway.
"l liked Richmond better because there was just more
stuff to do."
One of the pluses he has discovered in Harrisonburg,
though, is its abundance of "aU-American looking girls,"
referring to the quality of women often visible on the JMU
campus.
Semor Stephame Kress Jransferred to JMU after two
years at Randolph Macon College in Ashland, near
Richmond She loved the atmosphere Richmond provtded, but she definitely prefers the JMU / Harrisonburg environment
" In Harrisonburg, you feel safer everywhere you go,
whereas in Richmond, you always have to be watching
your back. You have to stick to the main road and hang
out in familtar neighborhoods, because if you get lost, you
could wind up in big trouble."
Kress commented that, "In Richmond, there is a very
evident difference in the status of the the people; there are
the really rich areas and the really poor areas, but you
don't see that as much here."
Kress also believes the Harrisonburg community is
much friendlier than Ashland's.
"This is definitely the friendliest college I have ever
been to It has a much greater amount of diversity of people than Randolph Macon had. Everyone here is warmer
and friendlier, and they are more [down to earth]."
Abela and Kress agree on some of the benefits of
Richmond, though. Both believe Richmond was a much
more exciting scene for partying. "There are so many
more options for going out, and all kinds of different people to do it with . . there was just more to do," Kress said.
"There were all kinds of festivals and events
gomg on in Richmond to bring college students together.
We don't have that in Harrisonburg, unless you want to
count Melrose." Both agreed Harrisonburg is a nice
enough place, but they did admit to being happy to move
on after graduation
Danny Craig transferred to JMU from Northern
Virginia Community College. I Ie believes this city is seriously lacking m some of the creature comforts he was
accustomed tom Northern Virginia.
"This place doesn't have any strip bars, very few real
bars and a whole lot of nothing else. I don't see that changing anytime soon either, as long as the Mennonites get to

T

PETE HAGGARTYislajfphologrophtr
JM's Bar & Grill Is one of the 'Burg's few watering holes. "This place doesn't hav~ any atrtp bars, very few real
bars and a whole lot of nothing else," said freshman Danny Craig of Harrisonburg& nightlife.

control everything that goes on here." He does enjoy the
natural beauty of the region, though, often going camping
or hiking with his dog Eli in tow.
Matthew Franklin attended Radford University before
transferring to JMU last year. Although Radford isn't
exactly bigger than Harrisonburg its proximity to Virginia
Tech allows it to share in the atmosphere of the school.
"Radford had so many more places to hang out than
Harrisonburg.
"There were always parties going on, and on that odd
night when there wasn't anything going on at Radford,
we could always go to Tech and find something to do or
somewhere to go," said Franklin.
Franklin also expressed disbelief at the number of
events/venues which Radford had as compared to JMU
He cannot understand why btgger bands, comedians and
shows in general would appear there, when JMU is a bigger school.
The move to Harrisonburg had a much deeper effect
on Agustin Vulcano though, he encountered a totally different culture.
Vulcano transferred to JMU from Argentina. He lived
m the densely-populated capital, Buenos Aires, and now
finds himself immersed in a completely new atmosphere
and environment.
'This is basically a college town,"said Vulcano. "There
are less things to do entertainment-wise, but I can see how
it is designed as a school environment." Vulcano
explained that Argentina doesn' t have the campus structure JMU has, so he likes the layout of the school and its
facilities.
Things like UREC, Godwin Hall and others appear, to
him, to be very convenient and innovative, since this Is not
seen in Argentina.
"In Buenos Aires you didn't move out of your house to
go to school, so the practice of moving out like everyone
here does is new to me," said Vulcano. "Plus, there, we
studied in a much tighter group, always having the same
classmates in our various courses, whereas here, you have
different people in each class you take."
The biggest difference he noticed though, was the difference m the nightlife and party scene.

"People here go out to get drunk, so there are always
problems with alcohol and students. In Argentina, we
went out to have fun" As an example of this, Vulcano
pomted out that when the beer runs out at a party here,
the party is ovet:,.
In Argentina, there was never an extraordinary
amount of beer needed to have a party, and if it did run
out, that only meant the people would have to concentrate
on the main component of the party; dancing.
He said the people here were very different than in
Buenos Aires, but he found them to be quite friendly and
sociable, making his move here at least a little bit easier.
While all these big city kids feel Harrisonburg isn't
really the most happening place on earth, Lisa I<ilham
believes it is a definite improvement over the little town
from which she transferred.
KHham came to JMU after attending Longwood college
in Farmville. She said Harrisonburg is much better than
Farmville, even though it is really just a bigger version of
the small town.
"There are more things to do and more people to meet
here than there were .in Farmville," said I<ilham.. ''Sure, it
is still a little slow-paced, but the people here are really
nice, and I just got so burnt out on seeing all the same
faces at Longwood."
Kilham described Farmville as having one main street,
three main restaurants and a Wal Mart. She said that such
simpl.tcity makes the hustle and bustle of Harrisonburg
traffic and the incredible shopping opportunities of the
Valley Mall a little bit more exciting. She has found one
drawback to the city though.
"I could really do without that nasty-ass dog food
smell that blankets this town when it rains,'' she said. She
has yet to accept this signature trademark of the 'Burg,
and she hopes that she WO{\'t stay here long enough to
miss it when she leaves.
Harrisonburg is a different world for many transfer
students, incorporating the rural ambience of the city with
the juggernaut of student driven JMU.
Nevertheless, everyone said it was a nice place to live,
even if only for four (five?) yean;. Danny Craig added tlult
it's just a "nice place to stop and get gas."
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Give us your tired, your hungry, your poor. Jill Stolarik
examines JMU's appeal to those who have done time
elsewhere, and why they say there's no comparison.
The alarm clock's bright numbers illuminate the dark room. It
reads 4 a.m. A college student
has been tossing and turning,
unable to fall asleep due to the
extreme worry on his mind.
Which college should I transfer
to?

Most students w ho are contemplating b'afl;Sferring to a new
school worry about how they
will adjust. Will I make friends?
Will classes be hard?
For senior Josh Utt, coming to
JMU had many benefits. ';Tt was a
lot cheaper than Lafayette
[College in Easton P.a.], m uch
bigger and the people were a lot
more friendlier."
One thing about JMU is we
have a fine selection of men and
women - this is something the
transfer students realize as soon
as they arrive.
Utt thinks JMU girls are reaUy
friendly, and they really like to
party. "I came from a school
where it was cold most of the
time, and when I came here and
saw all of these women in their
bikinif: sunning themselves, I
knew that this was going to be a
great school."
Junior Jamie Durnil, a transfer
from
North
Carolina
State[Raleigh ) said, "JMU has
some of the most well-rounded
women that the East Coast has to
offer."
Durnil a lso feels there isn't
anyone on e could hate at JMU.
"There are certain people that
you really want to hang out with,
and there are people you may not
have that much in common with,
but they're still OK"
Junior Sharyn CasapuUa was
extremely excited when she came
to JMU because the people were
really friendly and open. "JMU
has more of a family atmosphere
than my old school, there is no
pressure to join anything here,
and everyone seems to take pride
In everything that they do.
"At University of Central
Florida [Orlando], the students
put the most effort into partying
on the weekend, and here the
students put forth the effort In all
aspects of college life," Casapulla
said.
Junior Jennie Lloyd, who
transferred from Georgetown
University [WasHington, D.C.],

' 1

SCOTT TROBAUGH/rtnlor artist

to come to JMU was an extreme
desire to live in the 'fortress' with
• them. The 'fortress' is a building
in Hunters Ridge where there are
four apartments of Pi Kappa
Phi's."
Swink had a nightmare transfer experience as well. S he
arrived in the spring semester of
1996. As one could recall, that
was the week of the blizzard
which kept us indoors for about a
week.
"I couldn't get a JACcard, I
couldn ' t eat, 1 cou ldn't register
for class. 1 had to bring this piece
of paper to any place that I wanted to eat and have them sign it."
When it came time to registering, Swink, who came from a
· school where the advlSOrs do at'
for their students, was totally
confused and couldn't get any of
the classes she wanted. "I just
had no idea how the system
worked here,"she said .
Many students have trans- .:
ferred because they feel this
LAURA SOULARiumor photo&raphtr
school will better prepare them
Transfer student Jennie Uoyd (center), junior, hands out flyers with two of her ZTA sisters, freshman
for the future.
Stephanie Wqner (left) and junior Oort Sherk (rtg1rt). Uoyd credited ZTA with helping her adjust to JMU.
Swink was one of these students.
She thinks about the stusome
of
the
girls
It
was
a
really
sa1d, "I felt like I had entered an
JMU, 1 thought to myself, 'I'm
dents
she
used to go to school
good
feeling
to
meet
people
from
amusement park when I first got
home.' This school has anything
with: "They are going to have a
the beginning.
to JMU, everyone was so happy.
you cou ld ever want in a big
culture shock when they get out
When junior jennie Lloyd
"I did wonder, however, how school on a smaUer scale."
of college."
came to JMU, s he rushed and
I would ever get a boyfriend with
"It's like Jason has to start all
According to Casapulla, the
found her place at ZETA. "It's
all these blondes at this school,"
over," sa id I see him going
previous
college she attended
like
I
had
150
instant
friends."
Uoydsaid.
through w hat I went through
wasn't
known
for its academ1c
Some
transfer
students
lind
freshman year; of course I made
"People here at JMU are a ll
program.
something
lacking
in
the
social
kinds of obsessed about their
an extra effort to make his transi"1 just craved the college
scene at JMU.
bodies," Utt said. "The'women
tion a smooth one, junior John
abnosphere of challenging acade"It's very hard to date here,"
here are more confident [in that
Garvin said.
mics and having a good time
said Swink. "At the small coUege
Coming to JMU as a member
way]."
nuxed together," she said.
-p
that 1 came from, many students
of a fraternity or sorority has
One aspect of JMU college
Chiriboga
transferred
to
JMU
had boyfriends and girlfriends
advantages for students. Utt,
students may not feel is so wonbecause he found his old school
from the first couple weeks of
derful is the life outside of camwho was a Sigma Chi at
to be pretty slack In the academic
school
and
it
seems
as
1f
a
very
Lafayette, became an automatic
pus. According to Juan
department
"]MU is a lot more •
small
percentage
of
students
date
member of JMU's chapter. 'This
Chiriboga, who transferred from
structured."
here."
really
helped
me
out
to
meet
new
Clemson, students are missing
Remember wandering around
One of the nightmares about
people; not only did I meet the
out by not living in a town that
campus those first few days with
transferring is the perplcx·ng
brothers but l met their friends. I
has a lot of bars. "My friends and
an
excited
nervousness.
process of finding out where and
felt privileged to be able to go to
I would go to the library and
Remember
seeing
tons of stu with whom you're going to live.
parties."
study for a couple of hours, and
dents
eating
lunch
on the hill,
Some
transfer
students
were
Junior Amanda Swink, who
then go to a bar and have a few
your
first
night
of
partying,
and
able
to
rest
better
because
they
transferred from Davis and
drinks and then come back and
your
fii'St
swipe
of
the
JAC
card
. ..
already
knew
who
they
were
Elkins
College[Elkins,
West
do work, but you really can't do
Just like brand-new freshmen,
going to live with before they
Virginia 1said, "I was waiting
that here.
came to]Ml
transfer students went through
outside of D-hall in the beginning
Junior Jason Seligman transferred
the same experiences, just a little
"1 knc\ some guys who
of the year and l was wearing my
from the University of
later than the rest of us.
already w , t here from high
Louisville[I<entucky]. He thought
ZfA letters when one of thr s is" It was worth the wait," said
school ," e xt amed Seligman,
ters spotted me.
he wanted to live in a big city but
Casapulla
happily.
"and
a
big
f,IC:tor
m
my
decision
did not like it."When I first got to
"She invited me to sit with
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campus presentation
speakers from London and Dublin

Monday, April
3:00pm

-rh

Taylor Hall, Rc;>om 302
•

•

Display &·(nfo Table 10:00am-3:00pm
Warren Hall (opposite the Post Office)
"

Visit sponsored by: James Madison U. Office of International Education
Tel.: 568-6273
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tennis succumbs to Virginia Tech
hroeder nets sole singles victory as Dukes lose first match since March 15
by Mike Gesario
contributiNg writu
Tile weekend's wann weather

wasn't enough for the JMU
tennis team as it feU to
inia Tech, 7- 2. It was the
first loss since March 15,
they lost to West Virginia

"We
we had our work
out for us," JMU head coach
ria Malerba said after
·-... ·""~ match. 1be Hokies are
ranked 41st in the nation.
Top Dukes' player senior
Tory Schroeder had the lone singles win for the Dukes. She
defeated Sabrina Pards 6-4, 2-0, 76 in a match that lasted nearly
three hours.
In other action, second seed
junior Karen Piorkowski fell to
Katherine Chen 2-6, 2-6 despite
playing what she called a "decent

m.atch."
"They were really strong. But
everyone went out and tried their
hardest though. Nobody really
gave up," said Piorkowski, JMU's
1996 Most Valuable Player.

Of Piorkowski's performance,
Malerba said "I can't go say
'Karen you didn't play well.' She
played a great match. It's just that
girl was a little better than she
was."
Junior Jamie Marlowe's play.
was similar to that of Piorkowski.
Marlowe played well despite losing to Lisa Ryan 4-6, S.7
Third-seed Chrissy Travlos
and fourth-seed Corinne
Ogrodnik lost their individual
matches 1-6, 0-6 and 2-6, 0-6
respectively.
"Good players don't let you
into a match, and that's what
happened at [seeds]three and
four," Malerba said. "We couldn't do anything at those two positions."
In douples competition,
Schroeder and Piorkowski
improved their record to 17-5 as
they defeated Tech's Sabrina
Pards and Antonella Pozzi 8-4.
The other doubles match saw
Hokies Daria Ivan and Lisa Ryan
defeat the Dukes' tandem of
~and Marlowe, 8-5.
The 9-4 Dulces will next play

Ci\A rival University of
Richmond on April 9. Richmond
is the second best team in the
conference, according to Malerba.
"Tennis at Richmond is their
number one premier women's
sport," Malerba said. "They put a
lot of attention and a lot of
money into it. The last time we
beat them might have been three
years ago, but we always have a
good match against them."
The match begins at 2:30p.m.
at Godwin courts. The winner
will likely assume the No. 2 seed
in the season-etding CAA tour-

nament.
SuntlRy's loss Cllpptd tfan other·
wise sucessfull weekend for tht
Dulces.

On FridtJy, JMU edged Old
Dominion University, 6-3. Tht
mDtch was titd going into doubles
compttition, but the Dula!s fWtPL all
thm of the tandtm m~~tchts to claim
victory.

StJturday's victim was East

Carolinll Univtrsity. ~Dukes won
ti;.t ofthe nine matches in the drubbmg ofthe CAA oppcmmt.

STEVE BOLING/staffpltol08Tf~P~ttr

Dukes' Junior Karen Plorkotnkl sends a return .......,. ,_. atJaiCMMt loa to Tech'a Katherine Chen, 2-6, 2-6. JMU next.,..,. Aprtl9.

Men's club lacrosse looking for varsity status
by Magda Salazar
____co_n_~buting writer

JMU has 27 Division I teams among its
list of acthities in which students can participare. But while the members of the JMU
men's lacrasse team have scheduled practices and games, the team is not included
on the list of teams eligible for varsity play.
JMU men's lacrosse dub members fund
their own team, and until the team
becomes a varsity sport, members will
keep doling out the cash to play the game.
The dub, which has a membership of
45 students and an active roster of about
25, is seeking to become a Division I varsity team at JMU. There are only two setbaclcs- h&nding the team and Title IX.
'There are a couple of issues involved
in this," Athletic Dir&tor Don Lemish
said. '1 won't even venture to give a time
as to when the programs may be added.
How to fund it is one of the issues
involved and based on a planning study of
adding sports teams. Title IX is another,
proportionality being the issue. [Title IX is]
the ability to add another sport based on
equality between men's and women's
sports."
In order to add lacrosse to the list of
teams supported by the uruversity, the athletics department would aJso have to add
another women's sport to its list, according
to NCAA TitJe IX regulations.
"Based on a s tudy we did one year
ago," Lemish said, " the program most
likely to be introduced would be women's
softball. It's the only sport we don' t have
that we get calls about from prospective
students a nd parents of prospective students," he said.
The o ther issue affecting the club's
standing as a would-be varsity sport is the

KYLE BUSS/smior photographu

Senior Jim Dotzler slln&san over-ttHHhoulder shot durlnC the club team's practice.

funding needed to sponsor such a pro-

gram.
'The budget would cover travel, scholarships, operations and all needed equipment." LenUsh said.
lacrosse club president Keith Mayo
said, '1'm excited. rt sound~ realistic having softball added. As far as lacrosse goes,
we could get some good players, especially up from northern Virginia. Some won't
go to a Division mschool because JMU is
Division I. I think we could gt.t ~me good
recruits, and we'd get a tryout."

Because the program, which has been
around for about eight years, is not funded
by the school, the athletes are required to
pay $50 at the beginning of the school year.
The money is-used to cover costs during
both fall and spring semesters. Mayo says
the money goes toward paying the costs of
field time, referees and tournament fet.>s.
"The costs for a tournament is usually
between $300-$500," Mayo said. " Refert~
can cost between $120 and $285. If th-.!
money isn't there then we don't get to
play."

Players on the team believe the lack Qf
funding may be the reason mo.re peop1e
aren' t involved.
"We usually have a lot of interest at the
beginning of the year,"'senior defensemen
Dave Horowitz said. " Intense freshmen
corrung in are interested. As the year goes
on, they drop. They realize it's not a brg
sport here at JMU."
Junior goalkeeper Nicholas Smifh said,
"About $200 alone goes to pay for referees
per game, but we're laid back. It's just a lot
of crap that we have to put up with every
year. It's lunacy, the fields that we practice
on are full with other groups using it at the
same time. It's just very &ustrating"
Sophomore attack James Moon echoes
Smith's thoughts, '"There's a lot of rumors
about when we're getting varsity. It's rea).
ly big in Virginia and JMU seems to be the
only school that doesn't have a team."
In the meantime, the members of the
lacrosse team continue to practice without
a coach three times a week. Mayo does tbe
work m the background by setting up f&
games against other schools.
Although Mayo is not an active member due to injury, he works to assist the
group by doing what's necessary to help
the team play and practice.
"There's a lot more involved in putting
games together than people realize," Mayo
said. "There's setting field times, finding a
place to practice, getting referees with
enough time to let them know about it,
calling other schools to set up games. But
that's okay. We're here to have fun event:thc school doesn't help us o ut," he said.
The team played its final games this
weekend running over Uberty with a 14-2
finish on Saturday. The team lost its final
game Sunday to the University of Virgin' .

10.7.
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The Center for Multicultural Student Services

Presents
Multicultural Awareness Weekend
"110
. 13
12NOON
MUSIC ON THE COMMONS; SPONSORED BY THE
INDIAN PAKISTANI STUDENT ASSOCIATION
FEATURING A DANCE PRESENTATION & PALM
PAINTINGS
7:00P.M. P.C. BALLROOM
THE CENTER FOR MULTICULTURAL STUDENT
SERVICES & THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
PRESENT:

t

CLUB P.C.

I

FASHIONS BY HUNG LO

MULTI C ULTURAL FASHION SHOW

D.J. SHORTY J .

CASINO NIGHT

CASUA~

COST: $3.00

\
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•
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·The Hispanic Folklore Ballet
Virginia Beach, Virginia
.. ................................................................
.........

presents

~

~ eve~g out of your schedule and come

/out all the©.
'U'a friend and come on

ll to

the PbiDlps HaD

Ballroom on Sunday, Apri113, 1997.
DJ

OL KIRK

'Dckeu available •• •he •otlo"'lng locaC:Ion&a
Warren ••all 'Deke& Box
Dltte ..ockey Mu•lc S&ore
Plan 8 (Unlve...l&y locadon,

~=~.: ad"anc.

0

the perfonnance begins!

8.12.00 day of •ho_.

~harloU:eeviUe)

Plan 8 (MaD loca•lon 9
CbarloC:te•vllle)
Plan 8 (Harrleonburg loca•lon,
. .KroiJer Shopplag ~enter)

.

Don't forget what

Be there at 5:00PM!!
No excuses, we want to see

~there.

.
\
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eware: The Nineties Athlete has arrived at JMU
.

The Nineties Athlete is a lot of things
athlete of old wasn't. The athlete of
was hard working, underpaid,
1 and someone to look up to.
like that don't exist anymore.
The Nineties Athlete has lost a lot of
luster, at least in my eyes. What is sports
about to them? It's all about me, myself
and I. How does 1be Nineties Athlete spell
team? With a capital I.
Shella Moorman is no longer coach of
the JMU women's basketball team, thanks
to The Nineties Athlete. This, of course, is
the same Shelia Moorman who has 302
career wins, six trips to the NCAA tournament and the distinction of being the most
classy and highly respected coach at JMU.
The Nineties Athlete didn't understand
this. Moorman, in doing the same thing
she has done for the past fifteen years with
no complaints - only good results was suddenly under the microscope.
The Nineties Athlete is spoiled rotten.
This is visible at aU levels, particularly college and professional, though. What happens in the professional ranks when someone signs for $17 million per year? Simple
- someone else signs for $20 million per
year the very next week. Whenever contracts include written clauses insi!\ing
players be paid among the top percentage
of players in the league, the emphasis is on
the wrong thing.
The Nineties Athlete needs more than a
scholarship when in college too. Heck, the
special privileges given to athletes still
aren't enough to please th~m. Not only do
today's athletes get to go to school for free,
or at least get part of it paid for, but they

I

also get free tutors and the luxury of after a few wind sprints or profanity-laced
scheduling before anyone else on campus. tirades, though. They can no longer stand
Oothes? Take your pick from any number to have the person who gave them the
of warmup suits, t-shirts and tennis shoes opportunity of a lifehme to actually ask
in the equipment room.
something of them, too.
The Nineties Athlete isn' t satisfied with
What The Nineties Athlete forgets is
getting out of college debt-free with a
that a scholarship isn't free - it's somedegree. Now, they want to get paid. They thing given to a student on merit, and cer·
want to play for pay because they feel they tain things are expected of the person
are getting exploited on and off the court awarded one onre the scholarship is grant·
But let's not stop there - let's have a say ed. Students on academic scholarships are
in everything that goes on in a program. expected to keep their academic perfor·
Let's branch ..---------~---------. m.ance at a cer·
out into, say,
tain level or
administrarisk
losing
tion, and get
their scholar·
the most sueship. The ath·
cessfu.J coach
Jete can sit on
in JMU histthe bench for
ory remofour-to-five
ved from hei
years and still
post.
receive . their
For years,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. award
The

coaches have
only catch is
spoken out against such proposals as they have to be at the mercy of their
Proposition 48, which sets minimum · respective t:oaches, without whom they
requirements for incoming freshinan ath- would be shelling out upwards of SlO,(XX)
letes, saying less athletes will be given a
per year.
Nchance." These coaches aren't entirely
Was Shelia Moorman the most
wrong.
demanding coach at JMU7 Probably not.
Coaches often stick their necks out for There are many athletes on this campus
players and give them a chance to be sue- who don't exactly love their roaches, especessful, both on the court and in the class- cially the head coaches. But there's a
room. Bringing an athlete to a university respect there that keeps them from being
gives that athlete the chance to get a col- disruptive.
lege degree that may or may not have been
Lefty Driesell may not have been the
attainable otherwise.
most fun guy to work with every day, but
The Nineties Athlete quickly forgets he was respected by his players who saw
about these opportunities granted them over 600 career victories and a laundry Ust

of former players in the pros and who saw
him as a man who gave them a chance.
Head football coach Alex Wood has •
had his share of disgruntled playeTS, but
they look at the chance he gave them and
at his distinguished res~. and they usually fall into line.
The Nineties Athlete put the JMU athletic department in between a rock and a
hard place. Most members of the women's
basketball team, coming off a tumultuous
season in which they lived up to few people's expectations, allegedly went to the
admmistration and demanded Moorman
be removed or they would collectively hit
the road. Faced with the task of replacing a
team or coach, Moonnan - showing typical class - stepped into a new role in the
athletic department. The Nineties Athlete
won, ' and a terrible precedent was set

JMU.

So who's next? Who's the next UJ'\S\15pecting coach to be stabbed in the back by
the players to whom he or she gave the..
chance of a lifetime? What coach will look
over his or her shoulder before ordering
another set of wind sprints or benching a
player not playing up to par? Can any

coach feel safe and effective in an environment where the Nineties Athlete has so
much power?
Yes, the Nineties Athlete has finally
arrived at JMU, and the results have
already been disastrous.

john •M. Taylor is the former assisttmt sports
editor who is actually walking in Mlly.
Miradts ntVtr amt. He hopts Ids Dukls sur'Oivt the new bmd lfalJrlde.

NOW HIRING!
Network Services

. .....
=H).,
...
1.!. t' l .

Water

!

a.

'..

bd S~Cn-upe

Aflll9- '7'17 ..... .., Latet"
Cancer Awareness Table • 4· 7 pm.
UREC Atrium.

WNfDrbd Slp·upe

....
............, .........

Aflll6 -"Tab It Olhrttb the UR.BC

Kuter Run. 9un.

~·

Aerobic 8tall"
A clothing drM: to benefit Mercy I louse.

8wtm Meet. !5:30pm.

I'RI)AYJIAIIPY~

Tradt Meet. 7pm.

8

is looking for 12 Resident Network Advisors to
provide technical assistance to students in the Netplus
program starting this fall. Netplus is a program
allowing students to purchase Ethernet connections in
residence halls providing direct access to the Internet
and campus computing resources. RNAs will work
approximately 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be $240/month.
Candidates are required to:

6-7pm.
5:30-6:30 pm

April lL Sports Play

f'bllllea.,..te~l

Apl'lll3', Fun In the Sun
29, Study Break Sweat

•
•
•

A,lll4-lf

Apltlll·M
Aaede&D . . . Croee Ulepud Tral.aJ.DC CoWM
4-6 pm.

can x8734 lo reglsler, cosl: $40.
.WaJUng room only.
Apl'lll6

CPR lor the Proluelonal R.eKUU
2-6 pm. UR.EC Group lnstrucUon Room.
Call x8734 to register. cost: $20.

Apl'lll1
Standanll'tnt Aid Coune
2·6 pm, UREC Group Instruction Room.
Call x8734 to register. cost $20.

Aprll9

;

,,

Body Compoalt.lon,

What It'• all about!
7 pm. Godwin 208.

Aprllft
Wor~

Out Without
the P'a.d.Utlea
7 pm. UREC Group
lnst:rucuon Room.

Pneelfle Stroke CUnlc
6-7 pm, UREC Pool.

AJII'Il9 - Outdoor C6oklnl Worbhop
4*6 pm. UREC Group lnslrucUon Room

.,.,...
fJ.!:.~EC

live on campus and purchase a Netplus connection.
have strong desktop computer skills.
have a professional customer service attitude.

I

Prior networking experience with TCPIIP and Internet
related applications is desired. Email questions to
netplus@jmu.edu. Further information can be
obtained from homepage: www.jmu.edu/netplus.
Applicants should fill out a state employment
application available from Personnel in Hillcrest.
Applications should be sent or dropped off to Nancy
Dauer, Technical Services, Frye Building 201.
Application closing date is 8 Aprill997 .
'

...

'
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You can afford to protect )OUT rights
with a
PRE-PAID lEGAl MEM8£RSHIP

Tuesd~y,

PC Ballroom

•ToU Free ooosu.kations
•leUers and Dhone calls
-contract document reView
•A Will pqo@'ed to meet your needs

ana

I O:OOam- 6:00pm

•Movin2 biffic violation oofense
•Trial Sense

•IRS audit~
•Plus many adler services to P.!O(ect
~~ ~family (inchKiing

oepcndenl children)

All this and MORE for less than
a lunch a week!
This legal services rmnbcrWp is offtnd IJy
Pn>pajd legal Scrvices,loc.America's oldest legal expense plan company.

r

l..ocali<m in aiJ 50 states;
Your membership D'anSfers!

r

For more information and to enroll
call NOW:

April 8

Be involved in this incredible day that speaks to the spirit and
strength of JMU Women.

• Attend

The CJothesline Project
-a visual display of t-~hirt~ that rcptcsent
vtolence against women and Take Back the
Night- a rally that invites JMU students to
speak out about violence against women.

Get involved

•
by making a
t-shirtto hang on the Clotheslmc, hy tnviting
friends and faculty members to attend these
events, or by standing up and speaking at
Take Back the Nigh!.

Sponsored by:
\ Vomen's Uesource Center

T he Office of Residence Life

-1-aRe

Dii~R

Take Back the Night Coalition

the Nl\!ht

T hl' Corn 111 on . .,
7:30p111
--~rcll

it so it \Viii never ha Jcn anain ...

I
J

I ' \( ' I~( )SSL

1~ . \SFB . \ 1.1 .

No. 1 ranked Maryland defeats
Dukes, 15-9
The fourth-ranked JMU lacrosse team

Turner, Dukes slip past Spiders
in extra innings, 8-7

became the latest team to fall to the top
ranked Terrapins as the University of
Maryland extended their winning streak
to46games.
The Terps winning streak is a Division
I lacrosse record.
The loss drops the Dukes to 7-3,
although their nine goals against the Terps
was the most ~red by a Maryland opponent this seasoif.
Sophomore Megan Riley led the Dukes
with two goals and a game-high four
assists.
Senior Shelley Klaes netted two goals
for JMU, along with one assist.
JMU was outshot by the Terps, 39-20,
with Duke goalkeeper junior Kate Brew
1
making 12 saves.
Maryland junior Sascha Newmarch
did not waste any time getting the Terps
on the board, scoring the first goal with
only 51 seconds elapsed.
The Dukes host the University of
Virginia Wednesday afternoon, in a game
that is always a rivalry.
JMU is looking to avenge last year's
loss to the Cavaliers.

(;Y\1~ . \S " I'I( ' S

The JMU baseball team handed the
University of Richmond an 8-7, tO-inning
loss in the first game of a doubleheader
Saturday.
The Dukes found victory in their second straight extra-inning affair when
sophomore third baseman Nate Turner hit
an RBI single which scored junior shortstop Greg White.
The win improved JMU to to 19-15
overall, and 5-5 in the CAA.
The second game of the doubleheader
was stopped because of darkness in the
sixth inning with the Dukes leading, 1()..(.
The game will be resumed.
Sophomore outfielder Kevin Razler
was 3-3 for JMU Wlth a run, while White
and Turner each had two hits.
Sophomore lefthander Aaron Sams (34) came on in the eighth in relief of freshman starter Blair DeHart to get the win.
The Dukes found th~mselves in a 5-0
hole after three innings, before storming
back for two runs in the fifth inning and
five in the sixth, giving them a 7M5lead.
In the tenth, White was walked and
then sacrificed to second, setting up the
game winning run.

.

Computing Support and Computer Operations would hke
to express their appreciation to the following student assistants for the great job they do in assisting the faculty, staff,
and students in computing areas at JMU.
BelpDesk

Mana1er.·

MaiD Office Assistant
Alex Bain

Mike Thompson •

Consultants:
Rose Clark
Matt Dillard
John Drummond •
Stephanie Karoly •
Patge Koenen •
TraVls Loving •
Peter Luongo •
David Marshalonis
Larry Newdorf •
Sandra ..Cat" Nix •
Michele Pestka
Phil Pollard
Greg Pons •
Jason Posey
Mike R.adkowsky
Ben Rodgers
Joe Simmons •
Milena TesfamikaeJ

Graduate Assistants ·
Rebecca Cory
Abhijit Deodhar
Stacey Sinclair

Women win, men place fifth
at Colonial Relays
JMU senior Samantha Bates was
named the Athlete of the Meet a t the
Colonial Track and Field Relays in
Williamsburg,where JMU won the team
championship.
The women's track team won three
first places in the relay events, with Bates
anchoring the wining 6,.000..meter and the
second-place 3,200..meter relays.
JMU tallied 52 points in winning the
team title, outclassing their closest competition, the University of Pittsburgh by 10
points.
The 3,200-relay team set a school
record with a time of 9:00 and also qualified for the Eastern College Athletic
Conference meet
The Dukes' 400 meter relay team also
won first, while the 1,600-meter relay
team finished second.
The men's track team totaled 22 poa.nts
en route to finishing fifth out of 40 teams
at the meet.
Junior Andy Ryba achieved a personal
best time of 56.18 in the 400-hurdles, while
qualifying for IC4A in the 110-hurdles.
The sprint medley relay team flllishcd
second with a time of 3:22.99.

.

0

~

~

~

Dave Swynford •
Stephame Tomeden •
reclmical tl.u.il.lil.al.s:;
Jeff Eggleston
Yujt Koga
Pat Richardson
Jarme Varga

Desktop Services
Josh Atkin
Jason Krell
Justin McNally
Doug Momson •
Microcomputlng Labs

Manazers.·
Jason Harclerode •
Ahmed Qayyum

Meg Arney •
Melissa Blaum •
Candie Brown •
Laura Cherry •
Juan Chiriboga
Dave Clark
Laine Donlan
Delfina Elias •
TimEmy•
Cindy Fnrrenkopf •
Matt Garing
Chad Harrington •
Jonathan llerr

Aiken, Bosch compete in NCAA
Championships
JMU senior Kathy Aiken competed in
the NCAA Southeast Regional April 5, in
Lexington, Ky.
Aiken finished tied for 20th all-Ql'OW\d
with a score of 37.9. She finished the highest in the balance beam, placing 17th with
a score of9.53.
At the men's NCAA East Regiona,
JMU junior Greg Bosch fmished seventh
out of 48 competitors in the vault competition, with a score of 9.68.

JMU tied for llth after one
round at Duke Invitational
After one round at the Duke
Invitational, the JMU women's golf team
is tied for 11th place out of 16 teams.
The Dukes completed the round with a
score of 332 and were 40 over par.
Kathryn Yard was the top JMU finisher, as she ended the round tied for 34.
Yard shot an 80 and was seven over par.
Erin Hobbs was in 50th place, while
Kristin DoUenberg finished m 55th place.
julie Russum shot an 85, followed by
Daniclle Zahaba's 92.

'''

.

Lall C.all~u.llaat.r.:
Information & Training
Leah Chappel

f
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Our best wishes and congratulations also go out to our
graduating seniors!!! (Seniors denoted by *)
Thank you for a job well done.

Mark Hong
Jeff Hubert
Momca Knapp •
Jennifer Lanuiti •
Andy Lahart
Jason Ltttle
Tara McCarthy •
Behdad Mashhoun
Karen Mattox
Keri McKrensky •
Aaron Parr
Tina Pultz •
Cassie Quick
Jennifer Ribble
Dave Robertson
Bonny Song
Jessica Steelberg
Sharon Strafalace •
Steve Strickland •
Christina Suarez •
Stephanie Vannatta •

Chris Venezia •
Jason Walton
Laura Welsh
Ryan Wexler
Latrece Wilson
Operations Assistants
Jason Brewer •
Brian Brock •
Annette Bruce
Doug Cress
Chnt Garrison
Brooks Hollar
Ken Pannell
Meg Thompson
Brian Trone
AmyTsay

-
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I'm Not Your Papa,
I'm the Four Star General

Ask for a College Special

20" 4-Star General
College Special $9.99
16" 4-Star Large
·
College Special $6.99
I

14" 4-Star Medium
College Special $5.00
I

12" Submarine Sandwiches
Ham&Cheae

Italian
B.LT.

II
IUD•

-

I

..

Pizza Sub
Roast Bed & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Classic Meatball
Western Meatball
Veggie Sub
Cheese Sub
All Subs Include:
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Cheese, Italian Dressing,
Mayonnaise, Mustard.

$5.19

- CALL 433-3776
4~5NMAINST

HBG. VA. 11801
I

~· HRS:

11 :OOAM-1 :OOAM SUN-THUR
11 :OOAM-I:OOAM FRI-SAT

Mushrooms & Extra Cheese•••so
Bacon & Extra Meat ••••••1.00

You could also enjoy
our 'Wings of Fire ' Hot Wings,
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner,
CheeseStixx, Bread.stixx,
and Salads.

THE BREEZE
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If You Don't Need.

$500

That's Right!

Don't Read this Ad!

We're changing our
band nite to Tuesdays!

If you do, enter the James McHone

This Tuesday:
APRIL 3RD @ 1O:OOPM

YUGO DO OAT

Jewelry $500 Golden
T-Shirt Contest.
Using our design and your plain
T-shirt, $500will be awarded to
the most creative entry!
Stop by to pickup the design!
(Deadline April15)

lAMES MCHONE ANTIQUE
·JEWELRY
75 S. COURT SOUARE

#433-1833

All entries become property of James
McHone Jewelry upon submission. Only one
submission per eerson, please. Entrants take full
responsibility for their submissions.

30 West Water St. H'bura

433-9874

.

.
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5tiMMER EMPtOYMENT!
Guaranteed Results
Unlimited Income

JMU grad Charles
Shomo invites you
to a r11eeting at
Four Points Sheraton
on East Marl<et Street
in Harrisonburg.
April 21 6:30 & 8:30
For more 111fo call

(800) 933-0508

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross)
AMENETIES GALORE:
•Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apts.
• Full time management and maintenence.

•Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
•Stain resistant wall·t9·wall carpeting.
•Well-lit parking lot and walkways.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
•Only four blocks to campus.
•Mini-blinds on all window.
• Pre-wired for telephone. ;,
• Paved parking spaces.

Flock to Olde Mill before the TRANSFERS do!
432-9502
(e-mail Colleen Pendry at cpcbhc@rica.net)
Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off
c.

----------------1 c 0 MIc s
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson

~---T-H_E_B-RE-E-ZE_M_o_nd-ay_,A-p-ril-7,_ 1-99-7 -2-'7
Assume Nothing\A 1nie Regan

skipowit\]ay Gee

Ll:TTLE txt::O EL.\..l:E ~tJOWaSHE"\JJAS
ASo UT TO C70 F'OR A swr.~WJ •••
I

Mens
&Womens

Clothing
Accessories

. BARR-EE STATION
C \T.\LC1C;LI ()L II I I

Patio Sale
at the Warren Campus Center

One day only
9am.-5plll

Friday, April.11th

Don't forget ·
to check out our store
Don't Miss BARR-EE STATION Catalogue Ouded for great spring fashions
The Best Quality Mens & Womens
and fantastic swimsuits!
Clothing & Shoes
at 1/2 OFF the regular price, Every Day!

\

...
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The Office of Campus Life thanks the 1996 - '97 staff for their hard work and dedication to
the students who live on campus. JMlT is a better place because of all they do!!!
BLUESTONE

Kia Bowers
David Brisson
Dana Cooper
Sean Copley
Jodi Karlowicz
Chris Neff
Candice Parker
Matt Sturtevant
LAKE

Brian Saunders
Christine Sweetland
Sarah Whitney
Corynne Wilson
Gaby Benenson
Taherra Jones
Patti Kunnmann
Amy Stone
Jill Walworth
bawn Weakley
Methi Abercrombie
. Josp Atkin
Kristin Philbin
Keri Scully
Trevor BOOth
~ris Cobb

M1
sty
JJ..~~
o ·
wart
Sheri ittle
·ward

Facilities
Holmes Browne
Matthew Staats
Hunter's Ridge Manager
~

Scott Hickey
Judicial Affairs
Heather Pringle
Christy Hughes
1Peer Writing Tutors

n

liselle Batt
~nne Bramblett
eidi Cutler
obin Gulick
ache! Roswal
essa Stanger

~· Q

t {\ssistants
1

\

Brandon Brod
Dan Hale
Amy Ridpath
Laura Staub
Bryan Buser
George Coan III
Jessica Cole
Keith Humphrey
Chris Juhasz
Celeste Legg
Lyell Lewis
Charley Miller
Carrie Newell
Ida Tennant
Lisa Anderson
Kathleen Blankenship

Maybury
Jeff
bawn Smith
Melissa Leecy
Jenny Park
Nelson Pham
Scott Rogers
Evangeline Schindler
Stephanie Budzina
Graham Farbrother
Matt LaPorta
Duane Lehtinen
Mike McGee
VILLAGE
Austin Adams
Cole Ballard
essica Inskeep
aime
J Lykes

Steven h<>Pacinski
Essey Workie
Larry Bayne
Charity Kovacs
Jason Martin
Keri -Ann Quinones
Ron Rose
Jen Rudalf
Tameika Sawyer
STAFF MEMBERS
FYI Resource Center
Carolyn Birch
Jihan Crowther
Suzanne Cullen
Abby Frank
Natalie Josef
Brock Leonard
Heather Morris
Kristin Wahrheit

· •

Baetcke
ton
apiro

I

I
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2061-F Evdyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
HanisonluJ. (703) 432-3699

/,tVt

!f4U IL

nut.4ic!

r----------------,

I

lPLAN 9 PAYS
I
I TOP DOLLAR
I

l

FDA YOUR

I USED CDS!
No Cover

l----------------~
1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center)
Mon.-Sat. 10 AM - 9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-

cLAss IFIE DS I
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FOR RENT
~"-e - 3ot4···
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540) .a3-9576.
Un!Yeflfty ,.._. -

434-5150

38R. 2 baths.

completely fu rnished. ki tchen
appllcances. full size washer.
dryer. $225 share bath, $245
private bath Individual leases
6/1/97 or 8/1/97, no pets,
roommate placement, 1·yr lease.
433a822.
1 BR available - Next year In
duPlex. furnished. $225/mo. 434
0877.
Seeklnt - NOtHmoklnc female
roommate. Colleae Station, Ftll
'97. Call434-1880.

..

Funkhouser a
Auoclat• Property
Manacement

Subl et Ashby Croulnt.
Summer, USO{mo + utilities.

NMd a place to 11ft next r-at?
c.n•t ftnd tfle rfCht I"'OmmMte?

Hunt8f's Rldca hal a place fof
youl Call Joe Of Pwtty M 4345110 Of . . . , by ....
RkfCe of'llca.

....,.,.s

••••••••••••••••••••••••
Unl--'ty , _ . - 41R . ..
avail_.. tor the 1H7·'H
liChool )'Mrt $215/ ,.._/ mo.,
lnctullee water, ....., a tra.ll
, _ a l, Cell KMe at
FUnlctlouMt a AuocWtes, 43451.101

furnished. Call~ 434-0877.

••••••••••••••••••••••••

ThrH fe111ale roo .. lllatee seek
fourth 'to share apartment at
Commons for '97·'98 semesters.
Cell 434-8843.

4a towMouM- Hunter's
Rklee. AY111*8 tor neltl )'Nf.
Cell htty.

Summer Renhle Anllable Contact Liz Heavner, International
Students Offlce. 568-6U9.

••••••••••••••••••••••••

Summet ........ - ~ ~

Call Oena or Stacey. 564-2816.
Sum~~~er

eubla... -

$121/ lllo.

Herrtson St. Available sooner Calf
Adam, 434-0877.

House - SM. Areplace, 3 baths,
basement, two blocks/JMU. 4332126.

Summe1 eublet - M•r·Aucuet.
Um"ersity Place, furnished. Call
566-1827.

Two BR apt. - Available lor
summer sublet, one block from
I ' campus, has cellln& fans , W/ 0,
water ifl!:luded In rent. 433-8610.
Fall ' 97 eublet - In Ashby
Crossing. Call Jenn at Jt5119.
Summer 1ublease available South View apt. Bathroom. dally
buses, W/ 0, MW, OW. Call 434
0413.
Cheap eubfet - SIR available
thnJ mfd.August. Rent negotiable.
Call Todd, 574-2132.
Beat tile rental ruelll Now
ecceptlng appllcattons for August
'97 Kei ster school erea. 3BR
townhouse, $695/ mo. Call lor
details, (540)574·0018, leave
message.
Sublet U· Pi aca - $200/obo.
Available May-Au&usl. Call Tara.
574-2935.
Summer sublet - 11R 1n larae
4BR house, 2 full baths, W/0, etc.
Also. 1BR apt., very nice. rt&ht
downtown, bath, May thru mid·
Auaust. Quest1ona? Call Jamie.
433-7459
Furnished BR close t o JMU Kitchen, laundry, cable, pool ,
6mo.·1 year Ieese. $325/ rent,
$325/ deposit. 432-9005.
~-

Available June/ July. The
Commons. Call Kristin, 434-1271

Student rent.t - 1211 Madison
Manor. 48Rs, 2 1/ 2 baths, W/ 0
$725 · 3 students. Call 434-9922.
58R townhouse - Furnished ,
walkt,. distance. $190-$230/ mo.;
1 year lease (8/97-8/ 98); W/0;
(703)450-5008.
a&tmmar sublet - U. PIKe, 18R
available, all girls. close to
campus, $175/negollable. May,
June. July. Will sublet sln&le
months. 574-6123

Sumlller ....... May, June.
'uly, The Commons, $150/mo .•
~BR available. Ask for Sharon.
564-2890.

1383.
Su111111er sublet - May·Aueust,
Commons, lvrnisheCI. top of the
htll, vary convenient, rant
call Lauren, 434-5801.

neaotlable.

f150/ mo. - Otde Mill. Summer
sublease, 2 RMs available.
Howard. 433-1105.
S11111111ar subfa... - Fumtehe41
IR, female roommates. Ashby
eros~. Call 564-1991.
Unlvarslt)' "•o• - Top floor,
48R. Cash back bonu s. 574·
3265/(800)39&7955.
MM11011 M.1ot- 28R, 2 IINIUI,
pool. fireplace. jacuul, tennis
courts. laundry facilities, bus
service. Available May.June,
$237 .50/mo. Call (54 0)433-

6309.
Raa•IIMit.t~to.._._..

townhouse. May.May lease. Ask
(W)433-7000 or (H)4349738.

tot Tim,

Houae wttll 48Re, 2"" .......
latCe ldtctlen, ... appllancee, Oft
acte lot.

Summer eublet - 11R apt. In
Glnaerbread House, one block
from c:ampus Greet for SlrcJes or
couples. call Moraen. 434-4610.

Avallabla this summer. Call 43J.

FOR SALE

Old Fum.c. Rd.

$1.,000/mo. Call Glne8f.

••••••••••••••••••••••••
2,3 or 4 IR 11Pt1. 8ftd
townlloueee available tor nut
,...,. Rent ,....... from $121 to
$1,000/ mo. Call~.

••••••••••••••••••••••••
31R ..,t. avallallle tor nert ,..,,
Hut, water, ..,.,., lncludeclln
rent. fl21/ mo. Call Patty.

Funkhouser a
Auochrtes
Property Management

434-5150

Great l'rlces, New Hondas.
HarriiCJnbura Honda on the Net •
HTTP://Horne.rlca.nel/chuckwillia
ms

Falfty traded ,._ from Third World •
Artists! Gift & Thnft, 227 N Matn.
Maslo Foetu 4-traclc fiOO,
Mackie 12 channel mixer $300,
Kentucky Mandolin $150, Fender
Squire Bau $200. Call 8ruce,
434-1520.

H0U1f. new l&lb,QUJel. br'IC~nyl.
3 bd, 3 bth, tam rm. liv rm, storace
&a lore. double gareae. nice
features. asking $135,000. 432·
9537
Homet~tew~nc Kits -

New 18R apt. - All appliances.
July 1. no pets, $375. 433-1569

Latce 18R apt. -

Great location,
July 1, no pets, S315. 433-1569.

Room In 48R apt. -Males, $240,
all Utihttes, AugUst 1. 433-1569.
s~ au.b let - eotnmon., rent
negotiable. Call Matt, 434-3986.

3BR townllouee for rent - S.
Liberty, 3 blocks from campus
Contact Tracy 8l 574-2593.

Matt, Hops,
Literature, Kegaing systems . 52
East Market. 432-6799.
Seized Cars from $l. 7 5.
Porsches, Cadlllacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WOs. Your Area. Toll Free 1~
218-9000 Ext. A-3727 for current
listings
Oov' t foreclosed hollies from
pennies on $1. Delinquent talC,
repos, REO.. Your area. Toll free,
(800)218-9000 ext. H-3727 for
current nsungs.

Madison Square - Furnl1lled
31R, 2 1/2 ~. lndMdual yearly
lease. 568-3206/434.3397.

Wood pM8Iad IKEA 'llnWdrobaFor sale, 2 ' x2'x6 '. $30, are at
condition, Call Maml, 433-&510.

Two roomm11tes to share duplex
near JMU. Cell 434-3608.

R.-edJ to r1de? 1981 GS 1100
Suzuki, $2.000/0bo. 574-0531.

F•culty seeks quiet room In
Hamsonbura for next year. David,
434-8959.
Subla•e MIJ tllru JUI)' - 1RM,
$205/mo. Call Sylvia, 574-3456.
Hunters
Rldte
townhouse- Need two females.
Available August (540)433-1333

Excellent

Sublease! June. Hunters Rldte
townhouse. Best offer. Call Sam,
574-6096

Sublease Aellby - Availab le
anytime now until Auaust 6.
Furnished/ unfurnished, rent
negotiable. Other rooms available
Msy. 434-8170.
Summar eublat - May thru July.
Olde Mill Call Frank, 574-4032.

SutNt In u. Pl.c. - Ttws summer.
Call Ten, 433·5391 . Rent
negotiable.

MoYtnc ....,

Futon. sleeper sora,
coffee
table,
end·tebles,
entertainment center, leather
chatr. Good cond1t100, reasonable
prices. 433-7179.
Yamaha CP70 electric &rand
plano, Ensonl z VFX·SD d11ltal
synthesizer
with
on-board
sequencer, both excellent
cond1Uon, asking $999 each. Jon,
4~3489.

1990 Ford Featlva - Excellent
conchtion, automatic, $2750/obo.
Jon , 4~3489.
Men 's GT mountain bike RockShock suspension, Uno stem.
$300. (540)234-8836.
Loft for

eale -

Excellent

condltJon. $45, Call566-5556

loft

with

bookatlelf/~

Call Jess, lt5615.

att1olled

- $85/obo.

Summar eublet - The Cornmone,
38Rs Call 574 2248

HELP WANTED

Parte •Pt•. - 28R, W/ 0, OW,
qu1et, efffc1ent, pool, A/ C
Neaotlable. Call for more details
432·9713.

Clllldc:. . for faculty chfldren ' 97·'98.
Flexible
&
mornlni/alternoon
hours.
Transportation required. 568·

3068.

U,OOOe POIIIIll RUDIN&
lOOKS. Part Time AI Home. Toll
Free 1..S00.218-9000 Ext. R-3727
ror Ustln&B

,--------..,
Netplua
RNAaWanted
Provide technical au1stance to
a1Udentlln the Netplus program.
Wortc ~ 10 hrltwtt. Pey will
be S240fmo. Required to
pun:hue I ~ OOIW~eeibl &
live on-campus. Have strong

~UIIU TYPtN8. Part
At Horne. Toll flee 1.SOO.
218-9000 Ext T·3727 tot ltst.,.s.

11,0001

nme.

u ,soo w..tdy potent181 malllna
our ci rcula rs . For Info call
(301)429-1326.

desktop oompufllr lkllll &

• profeseionll c:ustomlt MMoe
elbtudl. Prior expetiela wilt!
TCPnP & Interne~ reiMed
8PI)IIcationlla deelred. AI out a
51ate employment IPPIC811on
evalleble from Ht11cn1t & Nnd II

CRUIIE
6
LAND
TOUR
EMPLOYMENT - DiSCOYer how to
wen In exotic locatiOns, meet fun
people, wh ile earnln& up to
S2,000/mo. In these excltln&
Industries. Cruise Information
Services :
206·971·3564
Ext.C53251.

toenc:y Ceuar, Tec:tlnal S.W..
Frye bUilding 201 Cloelng dlltlls
5 p .m. on Acri 8 FwtNr
Information can be otalned from
homepllge:

III .. Mer Employlftent -

NHd
dependable eneraetlc people for
pecklna and loadlna household
&oods. Lon& hours, will train.
Pullen Movlna Company, 15<461
Farm Creek Dr.• WOOdbrkl&e, VA
(703) 494-8100•

YA ,_., ..... ••IIIIa, ~
1*'100 who kNes lddl, likes tr8loW
and outdoors. Greet Payl Call
Gall: (800)691-1669.

..... ..... -Need

...,.,.108d

or Inexperienced male/female
modlll for 1998 c:Mndar. Call for

f'lfo. Alioe, 434-5943.

JMU BOOKSTORE
APPLYNOWUI
Now Hiring for F.a 8ootlruah.
..... Appllc8tion ' c:om,llltld
Fll Schedule requ6Nd.
Afi'PI'IIn perMn by April 231

A.e T4Nrt +11,0001

Credit card
fundrelsere ror fraternities.
soro11Ues & aroups. Any campus
oraenlzetlon can raise up to
$1,000 by eamln& 1 whoppln&
$6/VISA
application
Cell
(800)932-0528 ext.65. Quanned

caners receive

tree T-shlrtJ

Earn treat mona)' & valuable
salest marketln& experience.
Memollnk's Memoboards are
comlna to JMUI We need one
hr&flly motrvated indiVidual to direct
our sales project. Contact David at
(800)563-6654 for more Info.
1.M 6 WOftl on the Outer l8nlcsRoom & board In our home this
summer In exCflan&e for chi~
or Ola' 4 & 2 year old
Ample
free time for 2nd job & time to
enjoy the beach! Call Tim/Lisa,
(919)2!55 04 23. References &
P8tiOM!inteMeW required.

oovs.

If ,_..,. not ,.._. ~ a Mve an
enthusiastic outlook on life, our
office has 5 openln&s for
individuals Just like you. we offer
paid training. Serlou• Inquiries
only! Call 564.()()95 alter 5 p.m. &
ask rat Chad.

e.,....._.

ft.ll
llorM , . . _ to
&room, etc. & exerclae show
hOnies. Call 234-8101, Olk Manor
Farms

Tachnkal/ o.tabese $pacl•t Career Services seeks 5tudent to

supervise OCS computer lab,
manage Web page, d~velop self·
help handouts & assist In
producln& the annual Follow-Up
survey. Available for 1997 '98
academic year, 9 hrs,IWit at S6/hr.
for 28 weeks. Full position
detc:nptlon & Va. State applic:atlon
ava•labte at Student Employment,
410 Warren Han. Contaet: Barbara
Daniel, Career Services, 206
Sonner
Hall,
568 6555.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Noon,
Frlcllly, Aprl11.

Honor CouncJI Secretwy
Position available ror 1997.'98
academic )'88r. 20 hrs/Wk Dulles
Include typJng correspondences,
communicating w1th faculty &
making appointments. Upe(Jence
wtth Windows '95 a plus.
ApplicatiOns ere available In the
Honor Cotrol Otftee, Tl)'lor Hall
228. Quahfied students era
encouraeed to apply. Deadline Is
April 14 at !5 p.m Contact Nikki at
x6383 With any QUeStionS,

~

-~
FOAIMf'd ~eo;

.....................

8rNt party •wlcl Professional
DJs. National OJ Connectlofl...!. Q.tll -

433-0360.

. ., ....... , . . _ .... ....,all
lewis. For Information call now.
(800)315·9319
ext.1303.
• Recorded ffiHIIIIIIt 24 ln.
.............. -All Insiders
to n~ &
~

money. For tec:Ofded ,....... cell

now. (800)315-0319 at.1403•

TEXTBOOK
BUYBACK
JMU

BOOKSTORE
Aprtl23- 24
JMU
Bookstore

......... J ................
"*tn!Un, ICWOfttlell EM1 . pay fof few hours In the tuft a
fl)'er dletrlbutorl Call toU·free,
(888)843.0469, ~
Mel' waate4 -

obtain.,.

IUICie

ll•r• ., ta

•100;..- asaembl.,. J)roducta
at home. No experience. Info,
(504)648.1700 Dept. VA-4806.

Aprll25May2
HIGHLANDS
ROOM
Warren Hall

.....-.~ . . . . llltut
to film ... hOme &ames for the JMU
Women's Soccer tetm durlrC the
Fell 1gg7 MIIOn. Thit II a paid
J)OSttiOn. If lrlteresWd, ..... cell

,.3452/se8-3368.

LOST & FOUND
IIIOalat fountl -, UltiC tennis
courts, OctOber 1996. Ctll 5642834, Oebbte.
fat -HeM ehapad MCidaoe with
diamonds. $15 reward . Call
Susan, 43J.S461.

SERVICES

Attention Commuters:

April 29- I
May1
MISTER CHIPS
and
Next to
KEEZELL HALL

Save $300 In Utility
DepositaI
Purchase your UDAP

Contract for next year.
Brine $20 ~to the
Center for Off..Campus

Uvtnc In Taytor: M-F,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Al10 available at

Wilson Cashler'a Ofllce

JMU I.D.
REQUIRED
Term paper researcb/ lnterMt

aearches done ror S10. Tnsh, 4336286.
AttentlOfl ell ltu4antel Grants,
scholarships available from
sponsors! No repayments, ever!
$$$Cash fof colteaeSSS For Info,
(800)243-2435.

Loee ......... 30 ...,. -Doctor

17

per hour plus $150/mo.
houslna allowance. t.araest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
North Carolina (Nags Head). Call
Dona for application and housing
Info at (800)662·2122.

Roctctowa Ent8ftalnlftent I~
- Music and IIChts for parties.
formals . 433-0103.
Ud, play ,.., Of tnMII? Know
IOI'II80M who doea? TI1Mit Vltelon
............ ~you 10% Oft
hotala. DlecouiYb Oft 1ft tloMta,
tree Koc!M flm, ~off~
cfbcount condoe, up to ~ off

............ $24.t5 wtttl

neme
W'na

a...._ to:

recommended, all natural. 4a..

8391.

cam. •
c.ht '""" .., ....... lncWee Aleelca
• Hawaii c.tla ..... to....,
CPellt eM. S1. , . ..... ...,.
........... to:
Wlftea•aal.._
l.'f90.1D E. Mlftlet lt., Wta213
........... VA2a01

WANTED
w..w- c...., .-tat ae1.an
DeNte your wtNcte to the Charity
FoundatJon. Tax cleductiblel Chanty

Foundation, Inc., (540)432.&653.

a A8aodates

1N0-10 E. M.bt St., Sutte293
H~VA22801

(PieaM allow 3 weeka)

ATTENTION ALl STUDENTSIII
Grants. scholarships available
from sponsors! No repayments,
everl SS$ cash ror Col~&•
For Info: (800)243-2435.

sss.

Sk)'dlvel Freefall at Skydlve
Orange! It's a blastl (540)942·
3871

A ~ov~nc c:oapte ,......... to - .
baby Into nurturln& & happy home.
W1ll comply With all adoption laws.
Cell l<aren & Guy, (800)484-7542
(security code 1679).

ADOPTION:

LovJnc couple

'*"" to

edopt .., llftnt. WlllrC to
comply with .. lldoptloft
t•wa. c.n collect
Mlk1 Mel DeniM at
(703)7U-9842.

I
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CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

SHAC UP WITH USI
Get lrNol\1ld - Do Someth~

Metroeehrtlee.,_.,.._.

1.MI. . . ..., . . 111181 4DOMO

A41- T1lMke IX for 1 rockln'

·eo.llll..t

Get IMJ on the blblell
Half ,.tee pool In the
Comer Pocket
Mond8ye WMneldeya
In April, 7 p.m. • 11 p.m.
F1.£X It wttll • Mendl

a

....... ,.-t". tMM

~ ltudent ~to the

UnMnlty Heatth C41nter

JOIN
RudeM Heelttl A4hteory eo.ctl
Stop b)' the Unlverltty Health
Center and pidt up an
&pp~leatlon ()(call 568-7961
AI . . welooMe to ..,ey

1Appiollllona due b)' 5 p .m. on
Friday, April 18, 1997.

NOW Found•tlon ·vouna
Feminist Summ tt, • April 11·13,
D.C. Interest mee tln&. April 7,
6 :30, Taylor 202 or call 432 9556.
CARl WOIIId . . to tb-* tM

talowlnC ..... wtlo ....
CMUTOCt< , _ . .:
the OMoe, loxtwtte, ~
YUCO DUUt, Wily WOIIke, Alnln
end Mende, Ctwte
lwlllow, 1ec11 mem,..., KunfFV CM1 end the UIINI Rock-,
the llookhNc», lblp Cnlft,
1oott RMey, Kntn Ho&Se. a
Ryen ThcMnPIOfl. 1liMice tof el

w.......

yow ttme end hllpl

SGA Reporter
for work at The Breeze

•••••••••

••••••••

"CMa.DMJJ,..._Y. ,NIDT

HOf'IRIU: Mlmecl10.,..,.
Ploltlalonel ~ - Mom sc.,.
Honw. Hufti.IWC. ~ F..,.,.ToBe s.nsiiM To YfM NMdl . , . _
Cllll.lofMn • CIWck

...._
AtDI M1M0RW. QUILT dl.,&ey
MonUy, Atlfii1A

P.c. 11e1fooc1M. 10 a.M. to I p.m.
, .... DMicetloft Cefemony
lit 7 p.111.

• •(100)4144412 .... . , . . • •

~..,

- l l l l l . . . . llltll4/~

.....

UnMntlty HMtttl Centlf, x3503

Atl' Senlon- Get ..yched for the
fuo yet to comel

CARt
C8lnPUI Anautt RHpOnM

Greduetton

Weekend

Accommodlltlone - Pnvate home
adjacent to carnpua has upstairs
suite to sleep family of 4. Goumel
dinner & breakfast available 4333715.

5

1

E

D..

Bicycle lelety Week - The
Universi ty Heelth Center i s
sponsonna th •s nrst ever cyclln& •
eYent, to be held Aclnl 7-10 at the
followi ng areas: Commons and
Ubnlty Plaza, 10.2 p.m., Monda)'Thuradey. & UREC atrium, 5·7
p.m., Tue$day Come out tor Into
on bike paths. helmet aafety, bike
reaisllatlon & free bike ~11 Be
sure to entet the d~ tor a bike
helmeU

....,..,..

For students by atudentl

xM11

Tllunder noon to Mond•r noon
*Will opentte e1 WMk flom 4/7

to 4/ 18 tof Teke Beck tile Nleht

ADOPTION
Young childless couple wishes to
lldopt infant to love & nurture.
Husband Is a teacher, wife Ia e
children's wnter. Donna & Tom,
(800)484-4971 (secunty code
5155) or (703)815-3611.

•.

Special: 1/2 lb . Hambu rger $2 . 69

FREE Pool Games: 5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
M O N D AY
..: I

Could
this
be
you?

. I

T. J.

~

and Jimmy
TU E S DA Y

Thermus
NE SDAY

So~a:r

Ga:r~ic

Sugar Creek
FRIDAY

REWARD: Paid every other
week in installments.
CONTACT: Rob, Courtney or
Andi at x6699.

T HURSD A Y

D. J . Tyke / D

Divas Show w/ D.J. Dancing
S UNDAY

S ATURD A Y

(Alter native Lif~styles)
D. J. Danc ~ ng
atore and n e x t

to T o u c h

The

•

I
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A~ffi'f You GLAP
YoU HAVE youR
tJWN tJA7JIROOM

lt150U1JI V!£W/
•

I

I
\

.

Each furnished Luxury
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:

,

• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
• Bus Service

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office,
or call 432-0600,
and make a
move to luxury!

